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OveRview/
ChAiRmAn’s fORewORd/

bbC ChAiRmAn siR miChAel lyOns lOOKs bACK  
At the PAst yeAR At the bbC And sets Out  
hOw the tRust will seRve liCenCe fee PAyeRs  
in the futuRe.
welcome to the trust’s Annual Report. it is published at a time when 
we have been engaged in a wide ranging debate about the future of 
communications in our country, spurred by the government’s digital 
britain review. Our role in this debate has been to ensure the voices of 

t

licence payers have been heard. And that goes to the heart of our job 
as trustees – to be the voice of licence fee payers and to get the best 
out of the bbC on their behalf. After all, they own and pay for it. 
i believe there are certain things almost everyone wants from the 
bbC – that it constantly produces exciting content and pushes the 
boundaries; is impartial and isn’t influenced by either political or 
commercial voices; that it squeezes the most value possible out of 
every pound from the licence fee payer; and that it maintains the 
highest possible standards. And this last means that the bbC should 
aspire to be better than others, that it should set the standard. 
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GoverninG the BBC for liCenCe fee payers
how do we make sure the bbC achieves these aims? the trust has 
considerable power to wield on behalf of licence fee payers to shape 
the bbC over the longer term to serve the public better – and we  
are not afraid to act quickly and decisively in their interests. Our role  
is both to challenge and support the director-general and his staff  
in delivering for licence fee payers. in practice this means being clear 
with managers and programme makers about what the public wants
and, when there’s a problem, challenging them to come back with  
a solution which, once examined and agreed, we then follow up  
to make sure it has had the desired effect. 

 

the BBC’s year
so how have we done this year? Our starting point is what audiences 
think. One of the questions we ask regularly is: ‘would you miss the 
bbC if it wasn’t there?’ And i’m delighted that the value the public 
places on the bbC is rising – this year 85% said that they would, 
compared with 70% two years ago. indeed performance against  
all our objectives – reach, quality, value for money, trust, delivery  
of our public purposes and efficiency – is moving in the right direction, 
thanks to the efforts of the bbC’s talented staff. but there is further  
to go in making sure the bbC is properly shaped for the future and  
in responding to concerns the public raises with us.
tightening editorial controls in light of ross/Brand
the bbC scored a spectacular own-goal this year, with the Ross/
brand case. what this showed was that the public feels a strong sense 
of frustration when the bbC fails to measure up to expectations, 
particularly when failure is self-inflicted.

here was undoubtedly failure by the performers, but the biggest 
ailure was in editorial control, which allowed the show to air. the 
rust acted immediately, putting its sometimes uncomfortable findings 

nto the public domain. within a week of the strong public reaction 
e had got to the bottom of the problem. we were very clear with 

he director-general that those responsible must be held to account, 
eading to two senior resignations and the suspension of jonathan 
oss, and that there needed to be a dramatic tightening of editorial 
ontrol. Our position within the bbC enabled us to act quickly and 

deliver clear results.
this case also led us to a much wider examination of the public’s views 
on taste and decency, which will inform our new editorial guidelines 
next year. we know many people want to see a tightening of editorial 
controls and we will be consulting widely on the new guidelines. but 
we must steer clear of putting too heavy a burden on programme 
makers so that they can still produce the risk-taking, innovative and 
hallenging content the public expects.

On that front, we’ve seen evidence this year of improving satisfaction 
with the quality of bbC programmes. everyone will have their 
favourites, mine included A Short Stay In Switzerland, Being Human and 
Five Minutes of Heaven. this is where people most want their licence 
fee to be used. the extraordinary privilege of this funding gives the 
bbC the opportunity to take risks and do things that commercial 
broadcasters can’t. but it is also the area where it has furthest to travel, 
both in constantly coming up with new ideas and stopping doing things 
that have become a bit stale. 

Quality of programming 

serving audiences across the UK
the bbC is often seen as too focused on london and the south 
ast and, as an adopted midlander, it’s one of my personal missions 
o address this. it’s an ambition that is shared by my fellow trustees. 

e’ve made good progress here with new targets on making 
rogrammes outside london, and new investment in salford and 
lsewhere. we’ve also pushed for changes in editorial style to 
eflect better the reality of decision making in the uK’s devolved 
dministrations and the Audience Councils that advise the trust  
re telling us that all this is beginning to make a difference.
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Getting value for money
getting value for money for the licence fee payer has never been 
more critical than in these challenging economic times. despite licence 
fee funding the bbC is not immune from the recession. income from 
both the licence fee and commercial enterprises goes down, putting 
the bbC’s budget under pressure, which makes securing maximum 
return on investment for licence fee payers more important than 
ever. this year the bbC made good progress on reducing overheads, 
but we have set some challenging targets over five years to release 
another £1.9billion in efficiencies. And we need to maintain and 
strengthen discipline on top salaries. every penny saved means money 
released for better programmes and new services like the iPlayer.
supporting other public service broadcasters
the bbC also has a duty to help other public service broadcasters 
whose funding is now coming under strain. Over the past year the 
bbC has stepped up its efforts to work with other broadcasters to 
find ways to help them reduce their costs or increase their income 
through imaginative partnerships. this is important because we know 
the public welcomes choice and regards competition as important, 
especially when it comes to news. but at the same time we need  
to maintain focus on the bbC’s own services, since it cannot afford  
to be distracted or spread its energy and resources too thinly.
Defending the BBC’s independence
One of the things licence fee payers value most about the bbC is its 
independence, which is the foundation of its reputation at home and 
abroad. the trust’s job is to protect the right of the director-general 
to make editorial decisions without fear or favour. An example of this 
over the past year was the deC gaza Appeal. it was important that 
the bbC made the decision whether or not to broadcast the appeal 
without undue influence. Our job was to give the director-general 
the space to make this decision. defending the bbC’s independence 
will continue to be one of the most important parts of our role. 

the trUst’s six Commitments
the bbC’s relationship with licence fee payers rests on six  
clear commitments:
•  standards: to maintain the very highest editorial standards that 

reflect the broad views of bbC audiences
•  serving all audiences: to offer value to everyone in the uK,  

whoever they are, wherever they live
•  Content: to be a leader not a follower, offering content of the 

highest quality and of a kind that no-one else is doing
•  supporting public service broadcasting: to the extent possible 

within the obligations to licence fee payers, to support the provision 
of public service content by others and sustain contribution to the 
uK creative sector

•  value: only to spend as much money as the bbC needs to deliver 
the public mission set out in the Charter

•  independence: never to allow external interests to exercise undue 
influence on the bbC’s editorial or operational independence

the bbC has big ambitions to serve the public better, bringing 
them new technologies and content without losing any of the very 
high standards of journalism and programme making that are its 
foundations. As Chairman, i am determined that the trust will support 
and challenge the bbC to serve all of the audiences in the uK better 
than ever, continually improving itself so that it maintains and deserves 
the high level of trust and affection that the british public has for it.

sir michael lyons
Chairman 
18 June 2009
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OveRview/ 
PeRfORmAnCe AgAinst stRAtegiC ObjeCtives/

PeRfORmAnCe AgAinst 
stRAtegiC ObjeCtives
PeRfORmAnCe ACROss the bbC AgAinst its six 
ObjeCtives is mOving in the Right diReCtiOn, 
AlthOugh we exPeCt Any signifiCAnt 
imPROvements tO tAKe seveRAl yeARs.

here we set out the trust’s assessment of the bbC’s performance 
against the six objectives we agreed with the executive last year for 
the duration of the licence fee period. Agreeing these objectives  
was a condition of our approval of the executive’s strategic plan, 
‘delivering Creative future’, and last year we made a commitment  
to report publicly on them. we judge performance against an agreed 
set of measures, and the data is gathered from the bbC’s main  
audience surveys.

1. the BBC shoUlD maintain the  
maximUm reaCh Consistent with  
its pUrposes anD valUes.
BBC exceeds 90% reach target
•  Weekly reach across all BBC services in 2008/09 has remained 

steady at 93% (93% in 2007/08)1

Reach is an important measure since the bbC can promote its 
purposes only when people use its services. we agreed a target  
with the executive that the bbC should aim to reach 90% of uK  
adults with its services each week, and this year the bbC has 
continued to exceed that target, reaching 93%. with an ever-
increasing choice of media available, the executive deserves credit  
for this very strong performance.
the number of people watching tv has remained high, despite 
increasing numbers turning to online activities and media on demand. 
the number of people listening to the bbC’s radio stations has also 
held up very well.

2. the BBC shoUlD inCrease the 
DistinCtiveness anD QUality of  
its oUtpUt.
slight improvement across all metrics
•  The BBC’s average score out of 10 for ‘High Quality’ has risen  

to 6.4 (6.3 in 2007/08)1

•  The proportion of those who agree strongly tha
1

t the BBC  
is high quality has risen to 34% (32% in 2007/08)

•  The proportion of those who agree that the BBC is High Quality 
has remained stable at 66% (66% in 2007/08)1

•  The average appreciation index (AI) score for BBC Television  
has risen to 80 (79 in 2007/08)2, 3

•  The average appreciation index (AI) score for BBC Radio has 
risen to 79 (78 in 2007/08)2, 3

•  The proportion who agree strongly that BBC Television is 
‘original and different’ has risen to 36% (32% in 2007/08)2, 3

As a publicly-funded broadcaster, this is a major responsibility for  
the bbC. 
headline measures show a small positive trend. Our main measure – 
those who agree strongly that the bbC is high quality – is demanding, 
and just over one-third of those surveyed fall into this category.  
A further measure, those who agree at all that the bbC is high  
quality, captures around two-thirds of those surveyed. 
Appreciation scores for bbC tv and radio programmes have risen 
slightly this year, as have audience perceptions that tv programming is 
‘original and different’. however, our new purpose remit research (see 
page 33) shows that audiences think that this objective is increasingly 
important and it therefore remains our highest priority for the bbC. 
we will use our reviews of bbC One, two and four this year to focus 
on how bbC television can meet audience expectations of being 
original and distinctive. 
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3. the BBC shoUlD maintain perCeiveD 
valUe amonG hiGh approvers; anD, the 
BBC shoUlD inCrease perCeiveD valUe 
amonG miDDle anD low approvers.
small signs of improvement 
•  The proportion of those who are ‘high approvers’  

of the bbC has risen to 37% (36% in 2007/08)1

•  The proportion of those who are ‘low approvers’  
of the bbC has dropped to 12% (13% in 2007/08)1

there have always been varying levels of approval of the bbC 
amongst the public, but the bbC has always aimed to serve all, 
regardless of their level of approval. 
At the end of this year there were marginally more high approvers 
and marginally fewer low approvers. while we recognise that it is 
unrealistic to expect that the bbC will perform equally well among all 
groups in society, there is still some way we can go towards appealing 
to middle and lower approvers. 

4. the BBC shoUlD restore trUst  
in its oUtpUt.
we remain very focused on this area following a serious 
breach of editorial guidelines this year on BBC radio 2
•  The average score out of 10 for ‘I Trust the BBC’ has risen  

to 6.0 (5.9 in 2007/08)1

•  The proportion of those who agree strongly with the statement 
‘i trust the bbC’ has risen to 29% (28% in 2007/08)1

•  The proportion of those who agree with the statement ‘I Trust 
the bbC’ has risen to 57% (55% in 2007/08)1

we set this objective in response to a number of editorial incidents 
in 2007 which seemed to have a tangible impact on the level of 
audiences’ trust in the bbC. 
Our main measure for this objective is demanding – those who 
‘strongly agree’ that they ‘trust the bbC’. there has been a small 
increase in the proportion of those surveyed who fit into this 
category to 29%, while 57% of adults ‘agree’ that they trust the bbC. 
importantly, the proportion of those who trust bbC news is much 
higher at around 78%.
the very serious breach of the bbC’s editorial guidelines which 
took place on Radio 2 in The Russell Brand Show in the autumn 
demonstrated to us that, while lessons about taking audiences’ trust 
seriously had been learned in many parts of the bbC, editorial control 
and compliance were still weak in some areas, leading to a very serious 
breach of the bbC’s editorial standards. As we report on page 39, 
we have instructed the executive to take a number of measures as a 
result of this incident and we will be assessing the effectiveness of these 
actions later this year.

5. the BBC shoUlD inCrease the Delivery  
of its pUBliC pUrposes.
there are some areas where delivery of the public 
purposes appears to be increasing, but audience 
expectations remain high so significant improvement 
is still required

the bbC is required by the Charter to promote a number of 
public purposes across all of its services. Our audience research in 
2007 showed that there were a number of areas where the bbC’s 
performance in delivering these purposes was below expectations. 
we termed these areas ‘performance gaps’, and this objective covers  
our aim that these gaps should be addressed during the current 
Charter period.
the research we commissioned shows that the public believes there 
to have been some improvements this year. however, improved  
bbC performance is matched by rising public expectations in some 
areas, such as high quality journalism and demand for high quality  
and original television.
we recognise the scale of the challenge in meeting these high 
expectations and will continue to urge the executive to find ways of 
doing so in the coming year. Our own programme of work, such as 
the television service reviews, will contribute by helping us understand 
audiences’ expectations and behaviour better. you can read more 
about the bbC’s performance in delivering its public purposes on 
pages 22 to 32.

6. the BBC shoUlD Deliver an improvement 
of 3% eaCh year aGainst its effiCienCy 
tarGet
efficiency savings of £192million have been made this  
year (net of costs); BBC appears to be on track to  
deliver this target

licence fee funding is a great privilege for the bbC, and it has a duty  
to make sure that it spends public money as efficiently as possible.  
for this reason, we set the executive a cumulative 3% efficiency  
target over the five-year period to 2012/13.
the executive is reporting good progress against this target but we 
accept it is too early to make a judgement as to whether the savings 
declared are real efficiency gains or have affected content quality. 
however, performance measures suggest that service quality is holding 
up well. we have reviewed the information systems to ensure we 
have a good foundation for assessing performance and you can read 
more about this over the page. you can read more about specific 
actions we have taken to assess and improve the bbC’s efficiency in 
specific areas, for example talent costs, later in this Annual Report. 

1 source: Pan bbC tracking survey. 
2  bbC Pulse survey, weighted average for programmes across all hours,  
with minimum 50+ respondents per programme.

3  Changes to bbC Pulse panel may have had some impact on trends from  
2007/08 to 2008/09.
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OveRview/ 
finAnCiAl PeRfORmAnCe/

finAnCiAl PeRfORmAnCe
the bbC is funded in A unique wAy, with 
mOst COming fROm the liCenCe fee PAid fOR by 
hOusehOlds ACROss the uK. this funding gives 
the bbC exCePtiOnAl PRivileges And we hAve A 
ResPOnsibility tO ensuRe this mOney is sPent well. 

unlike profit-making organisations we are not focused on the bottom 
line. instead we need to ensure the bbC delivers real and tangible 
value both for the licence fee payer and for the wider uK economy. 
this translates into five key financial objectives:
•  maximising the BBC’s income by collecting the licence fee  

as efficiently as possible
•  making the BBC as efficient as possible, and providing good  

value for money
•  maximising the returns the BBC makes on programmes paid  

for by the licence fee
•  spreading the benefit of the licence fee across the whole of the UK
•  ensuring the licence fee supports the wider creative economy
the bbC’s performance against these financial objectives is set out 
opposite, and you can read a detailed commentary in the financial 
review in Part two of this Annual Report. we comment below  
on the financial risks facing the bbC and our response to them. 

manaGinG finanCial risK in the reCession
Although the licence fee provides the bbC with considerable  
security, the bbC is not immune to wider pressures in the economy. 
these include:
•  the effect of falling property values on plans to make the BBC  

estate more efficient
•  lower growth in the number of new households paying the  

licence fee
•  the trading environment for BBC Worldwide, whose profits go  

back to the bbC to be used for the benefit of licence fee payers
you can find out more about these specifics risks in the financial 
review in Part two of this report. with more uncertainty over  
future income it is important for the bbC to live within its means. 
Accordingly the executive has identified further potential savings  
within the current licence fee period, beyond the 3% pa (net) 
efficiency target we had previously set. these include:
•  reducing the scale of ongoing expenditure
•  freezing senior executive pay in 2009/10
•  not paying bonuses in that year
we have approved these further cost savings, although we have  
made clear that they must not compromise programme quality,  
which we will be monitoring closely. 

measUrinG performanCe
the bbC trust and executive have developed a measurement 
framework to help us make an informed judgement as to how well 
the bbC is delivering against the strategic objectives set out in the 
six-year plan, and also to assess the bbC’s effectiveness in driving 
efficiency while maintaining quality.
in particular we will be considering the quality measures in the 
context of the financial savings made in order to reach a judgement 
as to whether the savings being achieved under the bbC’s 
continuous improvement programme represent real efficiency 
gains, ie that they have not impacted on the performance of the 
services the bbC is delivering. 
in order that we can make informed judgements on bbC 
performance we wanted some assurance on the data used 
to report performance. Accordingly we asked the national 
Audit Office (nAO) to consider the quality of the data systems 
underpinning the reporting of the performance aspect of efficiency 
savings. the nAO has confirmed to us:
“the bbC uses well-established systems for measuring performance 
which have been in use for some time and pre-date its continuous 
improvement programme. they provide the bbC with a good 
level of assurance that performance data are accurate and reliable. 
the bbC is using these performance measurement systems to 
support its reporting on the impact of its continuous improvement 
programme for the period 2008/09 to 2012/13. 
the bbC’s measurement arrangements, however, can give 
only limited assurance on the direct impact of the continuous 
improvement programme as many factors, not just efficiency 
initiatives, influence performance. the arrangements should, 
however, give accurate and reliable information on performance 
overall and, over time, could identify recurring adverse impacts  
on performance.”
the nAO work focused on the non-financial data since the bbC’s 
external auditors, KPmg, review the financial savings declared  
each year. 
At this stage of the continuous improvement programme we 
recognise that it is too early to make a judgement as to whether the 
savings being achieved are real efficiencies in terms of the impact on 
services, for example because of the time between commissioning 
decisions and delivery of content. however we are pleased that the 
performance data systems in place provide a sound foundation on 
which we can make our judgements in the future. 
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liCenCe fee ColleCtion
we want to make it easier for people to pay their television licence 
– online and telephone transactions now account for over one-third 
of the total, and have helped the bbC to keep collection and evasion 
costs at 2007/08 levels.

Licence fee collection/evasion %
06/07 9.2
07/08 8.7
08/09 8.7

liCenCe fee spenD in the nations  
anD reGions
spend outside london is down very slightly year-on-year as  
the bbC delivers efficiencies and implements its plans to make 50% 
of its network television production outside london by 2016 – up  
from just over one-third this year. we are reviewing what targets 
should be in place for radio.

06/07 884
07/08 984
08/09 948

Licence fee spend in nations/regions £m

spenD in the Creative eConomy
Once more, the bbC spent over £1billion in the uK’s creative economy 
– commissioning programmes from independents (37% of total eligible 
hours over the year) and collaborating with other creative partners.

Spend in creative economy £bn
06/07 1.1
07/08 1.1
08/09 1.1

BBC worlDwiDe
despite difficult trading circumstances for the industry, bbC 
worldwide increased its sales to £1billion for the first time (including 
its share of joint ventures and intra-group sales), however its statutory 
profit was down – partly due to continuing investment as well as 
cost write-offs in relation to the collapse of woolworths and the 
Competition Commission’s rejection of Kangaroo, its video-on-
demand proposal. 

BBC Worldwide statutory profit 
before interest and tax £m
06/07 111

07/08 118
08/09 86

effiCienCy savinGs 
the bbC started its new efficiency programme in April 2008 and has 
already saved £237million (£192million net of costs). we set the bbC 
a target to achieve 3% cumulative savings of £1.9billion (15% of bbC 
cost base), which will be re-invested in better content and services.

0
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1.9bn530
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Gross efficiency savings £m
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suPPORting And 
ChAllenging the 
exeCutive
we suPPORted the exeCutive in deliveRing vAlue 
fOR liCenCe fee PAyeRs, ensuRing gReAt quAlity 
COntent And, this yeAR, building PARtneRshiPs 
with industRy, while ChAllenging them  
wheRe the bbC hAs fAllen shORt Of its Own 
high stAndARds. 

50
audience Council meetings with licence fee payers

 16
radio phone-ins carried out by trustees to hear 
audiences’ views 

6
select Committee hearings of the parliaments 
and assemblies of the UK attended by trustees 
as representatives of the BBC 

50%
of network tv production to be based outside london 
by 2016 (under ofcom’s definitions) – a challenging  
new target set by the trust for the executive

 11
pieces of audience research commissioned

 12
public consultations held 

 16,939
responses received to 12 consultations 

OveRview/ 
suPPORting And ChAllenging the exeCutive/

28
editorial complaints appeals upheld/partly  
upheld by editorial standards Committee  
out of a total of 75 considered
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Trust expenditure £m
Trust expenditure as a percentage of BBC UK public services 
spend has fallen from 0.34% to 0.31%. 

07/08 11,909
08/09 10,517

Trustee remuneration
Other operating costs

Staff costs
Restructuring costs

Ofcom fees £m

07/08 3,744
08/09 4,482

Regulatory fees
Market impact assessment fees

ConsulTaTion resPonses

Total responses: 16,939

Review of services for 
younger audiences 54%
Review of licence fee collection 24%
Review of children’s services 15%
Trust assessment of 
Project Canvas proposals 5%
Local video provisional 1%
Other 1%

2008/09 evenTs

aPr 08
•  27 updated BBC 

service licences 
published, reflecting 
outcome of trust’s 
major research and 
consultation work 
last year. 

•  Trust and Executive 
launch debate 
around public service 
broadcasting (Psb) 
ahead of Ofcom’s 
first report on the 
future of Psb.

may 08
•  Service review 

of bbC Online 
published; key 
findings on 
performance, 
distinctiveness  
and budgets. 

•  Trust sets significant 
increase in target 
% of network tv 
produced in the 
nations and regions. 

June 08
•  Impartiality report 

concludes bbC 
must improve range, 
clarity and precision 
of network news 
coverage of nations 
and regions.

•  Review of BBC 
talent costs says no 
evidence bbC is 
pushing up market 
price or overpaying 
for talent and 
highlights importance 
of nurturing new 
talent and controlling 
cost pressures.

July 08
•  Trust upholds parts 

of appeals about the 
use of sponsorship  
in BBC Sports 
Personality of the  
Year and begins a 
public consultation 
on revised 
sponsorship policy.

•  Trust begins review 
of bbC’s commercial 
activities.

aug 08
•  First Gaelic TV 

channel in uK, 
bbC AlbA, given 
service licence 
following a full public 
value test by the trust. 

•  Review of the 
window of Creative 
Competition 
(wOCC) finds that 
it is working well, 
with no bias towards 
in-house teams 
or independent 
producers. 

sePT 08
•  Public consultations 

for review of 
services for younger 
audiences/tv licence 
collection begin.

•  New complaints 
system comes  
into operation. 

oCT 08
•  Trust conducts 

and publishes full 
inquiry into offensive 
calls broadcast on 
The Russell Brand 
Show and requires 
executive to 
broadcast on-air 
apology. bbC 
executive also 
announces a raft  
of measures to 
ensure future 
compliance with 
editorial guidelines.

nov 08
•  Executive plans for 

local video service 
rejected by the trust; 
executive required 
to develop new plans 
for local news. 

deC 08
•  BBC’s partnership 

plans highlighted 
as part of trust 
response to  
Phase 2 of Ofcom’s  
Psb review.

•  Individual complaints 
about licence fee 
collection considered 
by the trust for the 
first time. 

Jan 09
•  Trust considers 

complaint against the 
director-general’s 
decision not to 
broadcast a deC 
appeal for gaza, 
determining that he 
had acted correctly 
throughout. 

feB 09
•  Review of BBC’s 

services for children 
concludes services 
performing very well 
but some areas for 
improvement.

•  Public consultation 
on bbC plans for 
internet Protocol 
television joint 
venture (Project 
Canvas) launched.

mar 09
•  Review of licence fee 

collection concludes 
tv licensing must 
balance firmness 
with fairness.

•  Value for money 
report on strategic 
contracts concludes 
efficiencies are being 
achieved but bbC 
needs to do better 
to improve services.
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OveRview/ 
bbC seRviCes At A glAnCe/

bbC seRviCes At A glAnCe

netwORK televisiOn 

BBC one aims to be  
the UK’s most valued 
television channel, with  
the broadest range of  
quality programmes of any 
UK mainstream network. 

BBC two brings programmes 
of depth and substance to a 
broad audience. it originates 
the greatest amount and 
range of factual programming 
of all BBC tv channels, 
combined with distinctive 
arts, comedy and drama. 

BBC three is dedicated to 
innovative British content 
and talent. the channel aims 
to provide a broad mix of 
programmes aimed primarily 
at younger audiences. 

BBC four aims to be British 
television’s most intellectually 
and culturally enriching 
channel, offering a distinctive 
mix of documentaries, 
performance, music, film  
and topical features. 

the CBBC channel offers a 
distinctive mixed schedule for 
6–12 year olds, encouraging 
each child to strengthen his 
or her existing interests and 
develop new ones. 

netwORK RAdiO 

BBC radio 1 aims to offer a 
high-quality service for young 
audiences combining the best 
new music, a comprehensive 
range of live studio sessions, 
concerts and festivals, and 
tailored speech output. 

BBC radio 2 brings listeners 
a broad range of popular 
and specialist music focused 
on British talent and live 
performances, complemented 
by a broad range of speech 
output including current 
affairs, documentaries,  
religion and the arts. 

BBC radio 3 centres on 
classical music, around which 
it provides a broad spectrum 
of jazz, world music, arts 
programmes and drama;  
there is a strong emphasis  
on musical performance  
from across the UK.

BBC radio 4 aims to use the 
power of the spoken word to 
offer programming of depth 
which seeks to engage and 
inspire, with a unique mix of 
factual programmes, drama, 
readings and comedy. 

BBC radio 5 live broadcasts 
live news and sport 24 hours 
a day, covering events as they 
happen in an accessible style.

jOuRnAlism 

the BBC news channel  
is a 24 hour television 
news service, providing 
comprehensive coverage and 
analysis of the biggest and 
most significant stories in the 
UK and internationally. 

BBC parliament is the  
only UK channel dedicated 
to the coverage of politics, 
featuring debates, committees 
and the work of the  
UK’s parliamentary and 
legislative bodies, and the 
european parliament. 

BBC Global news brings 
together the BBC world 
service, BBC world news 
television channel, the 
BBC’s international-facing 
online news services in 
english, BBC monitoring and 
BBC world service trust.

BBC local radio is a primarily 
speech-based service of news, 
information and debate,  
with a strong emphasis  
on interactivity.

radio scotland is a speech-led 
service for adults; BBC radio 
nan Gàidheal is a speech and 
music radio service for Gaelic 
speakers. Both services offer 
a wide range of genres and 
reflect the issues, events, 
culture and interests of the 
people of scotland.
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the tRust Assesses the exeCutive’s PeRfORmAnCe 
in deliveRing the bbC’s seRviCes And hOlds them 
tO ACCOunt.

CBeebies aims to offer a 
mix of high quality, mostly 
UK-produced, programmes 
designed to encourage 
learning through play in  
a consistently safe 
environment for children 
under six. 

the BBC hD channel is a high 
definition television showcase 
for a range of programming 
from across the BBC’s other 
television services.

BBC alBa offers, to Gaelic 
speakers and learners, 
distinctive coverage of 
subjects as diverse as live 
contemporary and traditional 
music, football and children’s 
programming and a range of 
originated programming that 
reflects and supports Gaelic 
culture, identity and heritage. 

BBC radio 5 live sports extra 
is a part-time network that 
provides additional sports 
coverage using rights already 
owned by the BBC, and so 
delivering greater value to 
licence fee payers. 

BBC 1xtra plays the best in 
contemporary black music, 
with a strong emphasis on 
delivering high-quality live 
music and supporting new  
UK artists. 

BBC 6 music aims to engage 
with lovers of popular music 
by offering the best music 
from the BBC sound archive 
together with current releases 
outside the mainstream, 
complemented by music  
news and documentaries. 

BBC 7 is a speech-based 
digital radio service offering 
comedy, drama and readings 
mainly from the BBC 
archive. it also broadcasts 
programmes for children.

BBC asian network aims 
to offer challenging debate, 
informed journalism, music, 
sport, entertainment and 
drama for British asians  
from different generations. 

radio wales is a speech-led 
service for adults; BBC radio 
Cymru is a speech and music 
radio service for welsh 
speakers. Both services offer 
a wide range of genres and 
reflect the issues, events, 
culture and interests of the 
people of wales.

BBC radio Ulster/foyle 
is a speech-led service 
that covers a wide range 
of genres and reflects all 
aspects of contemporary 
life in northern ireland, 
combining coverage of local 
issues, interests and events 
with coverage of national and 
international developments. 

inteRACtive mediA 

BBC red Button delivers 
interactive services to digital 
television viewers, including  
all day, up-to-the-minute 
content and information, 
including news, weather, 
learning, entertainment and 
interactive programming.

BBC online aims to provide 
innovative and distinctive 
online content that reflects 
and extends the range of the 
BBC’s broadcast services. 
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the tRust’s ROle/

the tRust’s ROle
the PubliC exPeCts gReAt PROgRAmming,  
exCiting COntent And editORiAl integRity  
fROm the bbC. it’s OuR jOb tO suPPORt And 
ChAllenge the exeCutive tO mAKe suRe  
the bbC deliveRs fOR liCenCe fee PAyeRs.

Audiences have high expectations of the bbC – and rightly so, 
considering it’s funded by the licence fee. they trust it to make 
brilliant programmes; to maintain the highest standards of distinctive, 
independent broadcasting; to offer everyone something they will love; 
and to do things that others can’t or won’t attempt. they expect it to 
be special and to stay special, particularly at a time when broadcasting 
is undergoing such change, and consumers have so much choice.

yoUr trUst, oUr responsiBility
At the bbC trust it’s our responsibility to get the best out of the bbC 
for licence fee payers. whether that means protecting it from political 
interference and the pressure to become more commercial, or 
ensuring that the bbC continues to provide excellent value for money 
and stays true to its founding principles, it’s our job to do it.

who are we?
the trust is the governing body of the bbC and is made up of 12 
trustees (see pages 48 to 49 for details). to support us in our role, 
we have a team of professional staff, the trust unit, who work for the 
bbC but report directly to us. the trust unit’s independent advice 
helps us to assess objectively any proposals from the executive and  
to carry out our role in the best interests of licence fee payers.

oUr relationship with the BBC exeCUtive
On a day-to-day basis the bbC is managed by the executive, led by 
the director-general who is supported by the executive board.  
the trust appoints the director-general – the bbC’s editor-in-Chief 
who is responsible for all bbC content – and holds him to account.

what we Do
Our role is both supervisory and regulatory. we are responsible 
for setting the high-level strategy for the bbC and ensuring that the 
organisation delivers its six public purposes, as set out in the Charter 
(see pages 22 to 32).
we also sit in judgement on some aspects of the bbC’s operations. 
One important role is to hear appeals against complaints about 
editorial output. we must ensure that the bbC maintains the  
highest editorial standards and also that when it makes mistakes, 
lessons are learnt. 

how we Do it 
•  For each public purpose we have set a remit defining our  

priorities and explaining how we will judge the bbC’s performance 
against them. 

•  For each of the BBC’s services we have established a ‘service  
licence’, setting out our expectations for the service and outlining  
a budget. the licence also explains how the service contributes  
to the public purposes.

•  When the BBC Executive wants to change a service significantly or 
launch a new one, we conduct a ‘public value test’. this test assesses 
the value the service might have against the potential impact it could 
have on other providers of services in the market.

livinG oUr prinCiples 
the bbC is in a highly privileged position, being funded by the licence 
fee. while we encourage the bbC to innovate and develop new 
services to meet changing demands from licence fee payers, we do 
so at the same time as being aware of the impact that this has on the 
wider media market. we listen to people inside and outside the bbC 
when making decisions on what new ideas the bbC will progress.
A key principle for us is to ensure that we always act transparently, 
and consider the public’s views when making decisions. we publish 
the evidence we have used to come to our decisions as well as the 
decisions themselves. to find out what the public’s views are, we carry 
out nation-wide audience research and get advice from Audience 
Councils in each of our four nations.
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the reGUlatory frameworK
the bbC exists to inform, educate and entertain. how it should do 
this is defined by six public purposes, set out in the bbC’s ‘constitution’, 
the Royal Charter and the Agreement between the bbC and the 
secretary of state for Culture, media and sport. 
the Charter defines the relationship between the trust and the 
executive and the duties and functions of both. it also guarantees the 
bbC’s editorial independence. the Agreement expands on many 
of the subjects mentioned in the Charter and sets out the bbC’s 
regulatory obligations.

relationship with ofcom
under the terms of the Charter, the Agreement and the 
Communications Act 2003, (‘the Act’), some areas of the bbC’s 
activity are regulated by Ofcom, some by the trust, and some by both 
together. A memorandum of understanding was agreed in march 
2007 to clarify the respective roles and responsibilities of the trust 
and Ofcom.
below you will find a summary of the key points of these responsibilities.

trUst anD ofCom areas of responsiBility

programme standards the bbC is accountable to the trust for accuracy and impartiality of content; Ofcom  
sets certain programme standards. both have duties to consider complaints.

Quotas and codes

news and current affairs the trust sets quotas for news and current affairs on bbC One/two, consulting  
Ofcom (and getting agreement in some cases) before imposing these requirements.

original productions the bbC and Ofcom must agree an appropriate proportion of programming  
to be original productions.

nations and regions programming the trust sets quotas for programmes about the nations & Regions, consulting Ofcom  
(and getting agreement in some cases) before imposing these requirements.

programmes made outside london the bbC and Ofcom must agree a suitable proportion of programming to be made  
in the uK outside the m25 area.

independent production the trust requires the bbC to follow a code of practice for commissioning independent 
productions, and reviews delivery against the wOCC. the trust and Ofcom monitor 
compliance with targets for independent production.

access the bbC must observe Ofcom’s code for providing services for the deaf and the  
visually impaired.

public value tests the trust must apply a public value test before allowing significant change to the bbC’s  
uK public services. Ofcom provides the market impact assessment element of the test.

Competitive impact the trust must consider the economic impact of the bbC on the broadcasting sector. 
Adjudications on matters of competition law are the responsibility of Ofcom or the Office  
of fair trading.

radio spectrum the trust must ensure efficient use of the bbC’s allocated spectrum; Ofcom is responsible 
for ensuring best use is made of the whole spectrum.

some further areas of common responsibility (including public service broadcasting, media literacy and the promotion of equal opportunities  
and training) are set out in the Act and Agreement. 
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PeRfORmAnCe/
hOw we did AgAinst OuR PlAns fOR 2008/09/

hOw we did AgAinst  
OuR PlAns fOR 2008/09

sTewardshiP of The 
liCenCe fee
our strategic role
to ensure that licence fee income is spent in ways that meet 
audiences’ expectations and deliver value for money.

Priority 1 

valUe for money stUDies
we planned to do three studies on:
a) radio production costs
b) management of strategic contracts
c) asset management
outcome
a)  we commissioned this from the national Audit Office; the report 

on ‘the efficiency of radio production at the bbC’ was published  
in february 2009. 

b)  we commissioned this from the national Audit Office; the report 
on ‘the bbC’s management of strategic contracts with the private 
sector’ was published in march 2009. 

c)  to reduce costs, we decided to defer this review. 

Priority 2 

DiGital switChover
we planned to monitor the progress of digital switchover  
and the targeted help scheme.
outcome
we reviewed quarterly reports on the progress of switchover  
and the operation of the help scheme. 

Priority 3

liCenCe fee ColleCtion
we planned to carry out a public consultation on the collection  
of the licence fee.
outcome
in 2008 we consulted the public about how the tv licence fee  
is collected. Our review was published in march 2009. 

on these two pages you’ll find a summary of what we did compared 
with what we said we’d do in our 2008/09 work plan, published in 
last year’s report in July 2008.
each year, the trust publishes a work plan so that everyone who 
engages with us, both inside and outside the bbC, or anyone who is 
interested, can find out what our priorities are, why we have set them, 
and what we will be doing about them in the year ahead. we report 
back here on how we did against the work plan for the year, so you 
can find out to what extent we’ve done what we set out to do. Of 
course, since we also respond to events as they occur, the work plan 
won’t contain everything we’ve done during the year, but we report 
on other such events elsewhere in this report.
you can find a summary of our work plan for 2009/10 on pages  
44 to 45, with the full version on our website. 

2008/09 prinCiples anD oUtComes
we set ourselves some principles to follow in the way in which we 
conduct our work. these are summarised opposite together with our 
assessment of how well we did. within the work plan we split our 
work into three main objectives and identified priorities for the year 
for each. the table opposite summarises what we did on each priority. 
the results of this work, including the impact it has had, are explained 
more fully in the relevant sections of this report.
Our overall priority was to make the trust work better for our 
audiences, the licence fee payers. 

for more details see pages 36 to 37. 
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uPholding liCenCe fee 
Payers’ inTeresTs
our strategic role
to ensure that the BBC works effectively in the public interest,  
and is as responsive as possible to what licence fee payers want.

Priority 1 

eDitorial stanDarDs anD impartiality 
a)  following the editorial lapses of 2007, we commissioned a review  

of how the bbC management had remedied matters.
b)  we commissioned an impartiality review of network news 

coverage of the nations.
outcome
a) we published the review of management actions in may 2008.
b) we published the impartiality review in june 2008. (see page 55.) 

Priority 2 

networK sUpply review
we planned to complete our review of network supply examining  
the amount of content the bbC produces in each nation & Region. 
outcome
the network supply review was published in june 2008. 

Priority 3

eConomiC valUe review
we planned to investigate the economic value of the bbC to the uK.
outcome
Our report on the economic value of the bbC was published  
in july 2008. (see page 54.)

Priority 4

review of the winDow of Creative 
Competition (woCC) 
the wOCC was developed to open more bbC programme 
commissions to independent producers. we planned to publish  
a review of its effectiveness and also commission reviews of radio  
and online commissioning and of the bbC’s film strategy. 
outcome
we published a review of the wOCC’s effectiveness in july 2008.  
the other reviews were deferred. 

for more details see pages 38 to 41. 

effeCTively PromoTing  
The BBC’s PuBliC PurPoses
our strategic role
to ensure that, in all its operations, the BBC promotes the  
six public purposes set out by parliament.

Priority 1 

remeDyinG performanCe Gaps
in 2007 we consulted the public about how well the bbC was 
performing against its public purposes. this revealed gaps, particularly 
in innovation and distinctiveness – the provision of programmes that 
audiences find fresh and new. we challenged the executive to remedy 
these gaps and planned to monitor their performance. 
outcome
we undertook new research in november 2008 and february 2009 
to understand the public’s views on how the bbC is performing, and 
therefore to measure how well the executive is remedying the gaps 
identified. monitoring progress will be a major focus for us in the 
coming years.

Priority 2 

serviCe reviews
we review each bbC service at least once every five years.  
we planned to look at bbC radio, television and online services for:
a) children 
b) younger audiences 
outcome
a) the children’s review was published in february 2009.
b) the younger audiences review was published in june 2009.

for more details see pages 22 to 32. 

PrinCiPle
we want to be open and transparent in everything we do.  
we set out on our website what we do and why.

we frequently consult audiences. in doing so we try to avoid  
using language that is too technical. 

we plan to keep audiences and other stakeholders better informed 
by setting up an electronic mailing list, to which those who wish to  
can subscribe. 

we plan to review how we can make the best use of the work  
done by the Audience Councils.

we will review the performance of the trust board every year.

we will review the operations of the trust unit. 

ouTCome 
Our reviews and their supporting evidence have been published  
on our website during the year.

we have undertaken 12 public consultations during the year.  
while we have made some progress, we recognise that we  
need to work harder to use more accessible language. 

members of the public who wish to be kept informed of our work  
can sign up to an electronic mailing list by visiting our website –  
bbc.co.uk/bbctrust

we reviewed the operation of the Audience Councils and are making 
some changes to improve how we use their work. (see pages 20 to 21.)

we reviewed trust performance in may 2009. (see page 62.)

we have reviewed the way in which we support the english regional 
Audience Councils and agreed some changes. 
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PeRfORmAnCe/
AudienCe COunCils/

AudienCe COunCils
AudienCe COunCils in englAnd, sCOtlAnd, wAles 
And nORtheRn iRelAnd, ChAiRed by the tRustee 
fOR thAt nAtiOn, Advise the tRust On hOw well 
the bbC is deliveRing its PubliC PuRPOses, And 
give An indePendent Assessment Of AudienCes’ 
exPeCtAtiOns. 
to do this, the Councils, which aim to reflect the diversity of the 
uK and whose members are volunteers, hold consultations with 
licence fee payers, meet monthly and pass their advice back to the 
trust. they also comment on proposals from the executive, and on 
matters of topical concern to audiences. each year they suggest ways 
of improving bbC services, based on what audiences have told them 
(‘audience priorities’). Audience Council england (ACe) is supported 
by 12 regional audience councils reflecting the diversity of the english 
population. full details can be found on the Councils’ websites at:
bbc.co.uk/ace
bbc.co.uk/acs 
bbc.co.uk/wales/acw
bbc.co.uk/northernireland/audiencecouncil 

listeninG to aUDienCes
during the year, Councils held more than 50 meetings with licence  
fee payers across the uK. some were held for specific audience 
groups like young people and people with disabilities, and others  
for a cross-section. Audiences raised a range of issues such as 
problems with reception, scheduling and the digital switchover, to  
the portrayal of young people, arts coverage in northern ireland,  
and editorial standards.

BBC performanCe aGainst aUDienCe 
priorities for 2008/09
Councils welcomed progress on the suggestions they had made for 
2008/09. the trust had decided that more of the bbC’s programmes 
should be made outside london, in all four nations. ACe welcomed 
investment in the new bbC production centre at salford, but 
expressed concern about the future of network production in 
birmingham and bristol on the grounds that a talent drain to salford 
might disadvantage other regions. Audience Council scotland (ACs) 
said it should be possible to achieve the increase there before the 
target date of 2016 agreed with the bbC.
Councils agreed that, following the trust’s impartiality review (see page 
55 for details), network news coverage of devolved matters was more 
accurate, but said more could be done to explore differing policy 
contexts in the nations. Audience Council northern ireland (ACni) 
advised the trust to keep network news under scrutiny, to ensure it 
continues to improve. ACe suggested investing in local radio to serve 
communities better in england. ACs said audiences wanted a more 
scottish perspective alongside the uK one, and asked for a review  
of how bbC news is structured in scotland. 

Councils noted that the bbC has made progress in improving access 
to all bbC content, although there are still significant gaps in the 
availability of bbC Radio Cymru on digital Audio broadcasting (dAb); 
bbC Radio wales on dAb and fm; bbC Radio foyle and 11 of the 40 
local radio stations in england on dAb; and of bbC Radio scotland on 
trunk routes in northern scotland.
ACs welcomed the launch of the gaelic language service bbC AlbA, 
run in partnership with mg Alba. Audience Council wales (ACw) 
commended the way in which the bbC fulfilled its obligations to public 
service television in welsh by providing programmes for the welsh 
language channel s4C paid for out of the licence fee. 

aDvisinG the trUst
Councils consulted on the proposals for local video services from the 
bbC, and noted the strength of demand for more local and regional 
coverage. Council members believed this would contribute strongly to 
the bbC’s aim to support citizenship, and represent the communities 
of the uK. 
ACe identified a gap in bbC children’s programmes for those 
approaching the early teens. ACe and ACs found that many teenagers 
and young adults wanted to see more positive representation of their 
age group in bbC programming. 
Councils informed the trust of the strength of feeling amongst 
audiences on topical issues. there was support for the trust’s 
commitment to maintaining the highest editorial standards following 
Radio 2’s The Russell Brand Show of 18 October. the future of public 
service broadcasting was debated following an Ofcom review, and the 
government’s digital britain report. Councils agreed that audiences 
wanted more than one source of public service broadcasting, but 
emphasised that funding for it should not come from the licence fee. 

DeliverinG the pUBliC pUrposes
Councils advise the trust on how well the bbC is delivering its six 
public purposes (see pages 22 to 32). 
Creativity
ACni emphasised the importance for audiences of distinctive and 
creative content from the bbC. ACe noted that entertainment and 
comedy, from the familiar to the cutting-edge, could appeal to a wide 
range of audience groups and contribute to cultural excellence. 

www.bbc.co.uk/ace
www.bbc.co.uk/acs
www.bbc.co.uk/wales/acw
www.bbc.co.uk/northernireland/audiencecouncil
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Community
the trust’s actions following the impartiality review had brought some 
improvement in representing politics in the four nations, but network 
news was still not reflecting the contemporary uK with the range and 
precision expected of the bbC. the move of production to salford 
should help the bbC engage more effectively with audiences in the 
north of england. the launch of bbC AlbA contributed strongly to 
this purpose in scotland, as did new programming in irish and ulster 
scots in northern ireland. 
however, Councils noted the trust’s research that indicated that, 
overall, audiences in scotland and northern ireland do not think that 
the bbC adequately reflects their areas. in england, ACe noted the 
lack of network production in the east, from newcastle to essex. 
Citizenship
in a year of economic crisis, the Councils commended the role played 
by bbC news and current affairs in providing impartial, detailed 
analysis of unfolding events. the Councils underlined the value of bbC 
journalism and general programming for local and regional audiences. 
learning
Councils commended the wide range of high quality programming 
which supported informal learning. ACs welcomed the launch of  
bbC AlbA as a resource for gaelic learners, and, sub-titled, as a wider 
cultural resource for non-gaelic audiences. following suspension of the 
online learning service bbC jam, ACw and ACs welcomed plans for 
the release of content in welsh and gaelic for reuse elsewhere.
Global
ACw noted that sales of Doctor Who and Torchwood to around  
40 countries should raise the profile of wales across the world. 
Digital
ACw and ACs welcomed the welsh and gaelic language interfaces 
on the bbC iPlayer. however major communications and distribution 
challenges remain, from digital switchover to the rollout of dAb and 
the low level of broadband availability in some areas of the uK. 

priorities for the year aheaD 
the Councils agreed on priorities for the year ahead and these  
have been adopted by the trust. they include: 
•  working towards greater access for all BBC content on digital 

platforms
•  monitoring delivery of the BBC’s plans for increasing network 

television production from outside of london
•  improving the way the BBC portrays the diversity of the UK
•  monitoring network news coverage of the devolved nations,  

and enhancing local and regional services

1
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NATIONAL AUDIENCE COUNCILS

1-12  ENGLAND
13 SCOTLAND
14 NORTHERN IRELAND
15 WALES

REGIONAL AUDIENCE COUNCIL AREAS

1 NORTH EAST
2 NORTH WEST
3 YORKSHIRE
4 WEST MIDS
5 EAST MIDS
6 EAST YORKS & LINCS
7 EAST
8 SOUTH WEST
9 WEST
10 SOUTH
11 LONDON
12 SOUTH EAST
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NATIONAL AUDIENCE COUNCILS

1-12  ENGLAND
13 SCOTLAND
14 NORTHERN IRELAND
15 WALES

REGIONAL AUDIENCE COUNCIL AREAS

1 NORTH EAST
2 NORTH WEST
3 YORKSHIRE
4 WEST MIDS
5 EAST MIDS
6 EAST YORKS & LINCS
7 EAST
8 SOUTH WEST
9 WEST
10 SOUTH
11 LONDON
12 SOUTH EAST
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whaT are The PurPoses?
the BBC’s mission is to inform, educate and 
entertain. Under the terms of the Charter and 
agreement, through its output, the BBC must 
promote the following six public purposes:
•  stimulating creativity and cultural excellence
•  representing the UK, its nations, regions  

and communities
•  sustaining citizenship and civil society
•  promoting education and learning
•  bringing the UK to the world and the  

world to the uK
•  helping to deliver the benefits of emerging 

communications technologies and services 

our role in PromoTing  
The PurPoses
one of the trust’s obligations is to set a remit for 
each public purpose (summarised on the following 
pages). each remit has a list of priorities setting out 
what the BBC needs to do to promote that purpose, 
and we measure the BBC’s performance against 
them, through the following means: 
•  an annual survey tracking audience perceptions of 

how well the bbC is delivering its purposes. we  
ask audiences how important each priority of each 
remit is to them and how well they think the bbC  
is delivering the priorities. where there is a difference 
between these two scores, we refer to it as the 
‘performance gap’ 

•  additional qualitative research (for some priorities  
not included in the survey)

•  secondary data analysis from Ofcom and Digital UK 
(for the priorities related to the sixth purpose)

•  routine performance data from the BBC
•  a wide range of other activities, including service 

reviews, public value tests and impartiality/standards 
reviews, which help us understand how well the 
bbC is delivering some of the key priorities

the trust will review the purpose remits in 2011/12  
to ensure they remain relevant.
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stimulAting CReAtivity  
And CultuRAl exCellenCe 
you can expect the BBC to offer the best examples  
of creative work that engage and delight audiences, break  
new ground and encourage interest in cultural, creative  
and sporting activities.
2008/09 headlines
•  BBC’s most pressing priority is to improve performance in 

producing fresh and new ideas; this would have the greatest 
effect on perceptions of the bbC as offering value for money

•  BBC’s children’s services are producing distinctive and  
creative content 

•  BBC’s Window of Creative Competition is helping foster 
openness to ideas and creativity
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RePResenting the uK, its 
nAtiOns, RegiOns And 
COmmunities 
you can rely on the BBC to reflect the many communities 
that exist in the UK. these communities may be based on 
geography, on faith, on language, or on a shared interest such 
as sport. you can expect the BBC to stimulate debate within 
and between the communities of the UK, and to encourage 
people to get involved with their local communities.
2008/09 headlines
•  BBC could do more to represent audiences’ nation, region  

or community to the rest of the uK
•  more stretching targets approved for network programming 

for the nations & Regions
•  new investment in local programming and content approved
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sustAining CitizenshiP  
And Civil sOCiety 
you can trust the BBC to provide high quality news, current 
affairs and factual programming that keeps you informed 
and supports debate about important issues and political 
developments in an engaging way. you can look to the BBC 
for help in using and understanding different kinds of media.
2008/09 headlines
•  audiences want the BBC to do more to help them 

understand politics in their nation or region
•  BBC has improved performance in delivering high quality, 

independent news and current affairs; these are increasingly 
important to audiences

•  BBC is struggling to reach younger, less well off audiences 
through news content – need to boost audiences for 
children’s programming that serves this purpose 
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PROmOting eduCAtiOn  
And leARning 
you can look to the BBC to help everyone in the UK learn. 
an important role for the BBC is to support formal education 
in schools and colleges. in addition, the BBC will offer engaging 
ways for everyone in the UK to build their knowledge and 
skills across a broad range of subjects. 
2008/09 headlines
•  provision of content for formal education is one of the most 

important priorities for parents of children under 16
•  audiences are positive about the BBC’s contribution to 

learning but still see a big performance gap 
•  review of formal learning provision is underway to identify 

how the bbC can meet audiences’ needs better
•  audiences have seen improvement in how the BBC 

encourages them to learn informally about a range  
of subjects and issues
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bRinging the uK tO the 
wORld And the wORld  
tO the uK
you can rely on the BBC to provide internationally-respected 
news services to audiences around the world. you can  
expect the BBC to keep you in touch with what is going  
on in the world, giving you an insight into the way people  
live in other countries. 
2008/09 headlines
•  bringing the world to the UK is very important to audiences, 

and the bbC is performing well 
•  World Service grew overall reach, driven partly by new  

bbC Arabic tv service, but offset by lower audiences  
for world service radio and bbC world news television

•  BBC Arabic TV Service generally meets the needs of  
target audience
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helPing tO deliveR the 
benefits Of emeRging 
COmmuniCAtiOns 
teChnOlOgies And seRviCes
you can expect the BBC to help everyone in the UK  
to get the best out of emerging media technologies now  
and in the future.
2008/09 headlines
•  BBC’s role in making engaging digital content available seen  

as less important to audiences than the other purposes, but  
this is changing

•  consultation on Project Canvas – initiative to allow people  
to view on demand and internet content on television

•  digital switchover continued across the border region
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hOw the PuRPOses  
ARe being deliveRed

stimUlatinG Creativity anD  
CUltUral exCellenCe
you can expect the BBC to offer the best examples of creative 
work that engage and delight audiences, break new ground and 
encourage interest in cultural, creative and sporting activities.
the bbC’s most pressing priority is to provide distinctive output 
with lots of fresh and new ideas. Our work this year has provided 
some positive evidence of achievements in this respect. Parents of 
young children told us that they consider Cbeebies to be distinctive 
and bbC three is seen by younger audiences to innovate and take 
risks. we also found that bbC Radio 1 makes a strong contribution 
to delivering this purpose through its role in promoting new and 
emerging uK music artists. its live music programmes and events 
are particularly highly valued by listeners. Our research into quality 
and originality identifies the tv content that audiences consider to 
be of the highest quality and most original. (see service performance 
section for more details.) Although early indications suggest signs of 
improvement, audiences’ expectations have increased, meaning that 
the performance gap for the bbC to address is still wide. 
providing value for money
we have found that improvements in providing fresh and new ideas, 
and a wide range of entertaining and enjoyable content, would have 
the greatest impact on overall perceptions of the bbC’s value for 
money. Our reviews of bbC One, bbC two and bbC four later  
this year will allow us to assess further the bbC’s performance  
in this key area. 
talent
the bbC has a role within the creativity purpose to nurture 
and support uK talent. Our review of the window of Creative 
Competition found that this initiative is helping to foster openness 
to ideas and creativity across the uK’s creative industry, and that  
in-house and independent commissions are being treated equally. 
Our review of talent costs (see page 36) found no evidence that the 
bbC is paying more than the market price for leading tv talent or 
systematically pushing up prices. we are currently reviewing how  
new talent is being encouraged and used by the bbC.
Cultural activities
both sport and films have a significant role to play in audiences’ 
perceptions of how widely and well the bbC covers cultural activities. 
we are currently considering the coverage of major sporting events 
by the bbC as part of a wider consultation by the department for 
Culture, media and sport, and will shortly begin a review of the  
bbC’s film strategy.

representinG the UK, its nations,  
reGions anD CommUnities
you can rely on the BBC to reflect the many communities that  
exist in the UK. these communities may be based on geography, 
on faith, on language, or on a shared interest such as sport. you 
can expect the BBC to stimulate debate within and between the 
communities of the UK, and to encourage people to get involved 
with their local communities.
Audiences feel there are weaknesses in how the bbC represents  
the different nations, regions and communities to other people in  
the uK. Our network supply review noted that better representation 
of the nations & Regions is already a priority for the bbC, and we 
have agreed more challenging targets for network production in  
the nations. this year we will also work with our Audience Councils  
to examine how the uK’s diverse communities are portrayed on air. 
local content
bbC nations and local radio stations play a key role in this purpose. 
despite this, many audiences don’t feel the bbC provides adequate 
content for their nation, region or community. through our review  
of children’s services, we highlighted how the executive might enhance 
the appeal of children’s content in ethnic minority homes. we hope 
that the launch of the bbC’s gaelic media service, bbC AlbA, in 
september 2008 will improve perceptions of this priority amongst 
scottish audiences. moreover, the executive’s proposals for enhanced 
television and radio services for the nations & Regions, the general 
direction of which we approved in April 2009, should help to address 
the issue.
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sUstaininG Citizenship anD Civil soCiety
you can trust the BBC to provide high quality news, current affairs 
and factual programming that keeps you informed and supports 
debate about important issues and political developments in 
an engaging way. you can look to the BBC for help in using and 
understanding different kinds of media.
Audiences rate the bbC highly in terms of delivering high quality 
news and current affairs, but their expectations are also high. news 
provision therefore remains a key priority for the trust and we will  
be discussing its quality with the executive later in the year, mindful as 
we are of the requirement we have placed on all divisions of the bbC 
to make significant reductions in expenditure without reducing quality. 
younger audiences
Our review of services for younger audiences found that bbC news 
particularly struggles to reach younger, less well off audiences. Our 
research has also shown that young adults increasingly think the bbC 
could do more to engage them in news and current affairs. Addressing 
this issue is a growing challenge for the bbC. Our review of children’s 
services also raised concerns about the fall in audiences of Newsround 
on CbbC. we have asked the executive to develop plans to address 
the citizenship purpose by boosting audiences to programming  
which delivers this purpose on CbbC, and update us on progress  
by summer 2009. 
Understanding politics
Audiences (particularly in scotland) think the bbC could do more  
to help them understand politics in the devolved nations. Our 
research into impartiality in the nations (which we will re-commission 
by early 2010) will help us understand whether the bbC’s 
performance in reporting the interests and experiences of the 
devolved nations is improving. 
media literacy
the government’s interim digital britain report has placed greater 
emphasis on the importance of media literacy. Our research suggests 
that audiences have seen an improvement in the bbC’s performance 
in helping them make the most of new technologies. however, this  
is only one element of media literacy and in june 2009 we endorsed  
a new media literacy strategy from the executive† which will focus  
on driving online take-up, deepening audiences’ understanding of  
how media content is produced, and encouraging awareness of  
online safety and security. 

promotinG eDUCation anD learninG
you can look to the BBC to help everyone in the UK learn. 
an important role for the BBC is to support formal education in 
schools and colleges. in addition, the BBC will offer engaging ways 
for everyone in the UK to build their knowledge and skills across  
a broad range of subjects. 
Audiences attribute a great deal of importance to the bbC’s role 
in promoting education and learning. Parents, children and teens 
responding to our children’s and younger audiences’ service  
reviews were positive about Cbeebies’ and bbC bitesize’s  
contribution to learning.
formal education
the bbC’s performance in promoting and supporting formal 
education, one of the most important priorities for parents with 
children under 16, did not match expectations, and we need to do 
more to understand why. we are awaiting the results of a strategic 
assessment and subsequently management’s proposals on how formal 
learning provision can be enhanced. 
informal learning
Audiences have seen improvement in how the bbC encourages them 
to learn informally about a range of subjects, although parents believe 
the bbC could still do more. Our review of children’s services showed 
that CbbC makes a positive contribution to learning, although our 
younger audiences’ service review found that they rate bbC three  
less highly.
social action
the bbC undertakes several campaigns and charitable appeals each 
year that aim to achieve specific outcomes beneficial to society. 
Audiences responding to the consultation as part of our younger 
audiences’ review were largely positive about the social action 
campaigns run by bbC Radio 1, for example on mental health and 
bullying. we support bbC Radio 1 in its aim to deliver a greater range 
of public purpose objectives through its speech output and we will 
strengthen the station’s service licence to ensure a minimum number 
of social action campaigns each year.

“ Anywhere in the world, people turn 
to the bbC for news.” †

† member of the public taking part in a consultation on the bbC.
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BrinGinG the UK to the worlD  
anD the worlD to the UK
you can rely on the BBC to provide internationally-respected news 
services to audiences around the world. you can expect the BBC  
to keep you in touch with what is going on in the world, giving  
you an insight into the way people live in other countries. 
Audiences believe that the bbC performs well in enhancing awareness 
and understanding of international issues and broadening their 
experience of different cultures, and that this role is an important 
one. however, our children’s service review noted that, while CbbC 
produces a range of content which contributes to this purpose, the 
declining viewing figures of Newsround and Blue Peter pose a threat to 
the delivery of this priority. we have asked the executive to address 
this threat and report back to us with plans for doing so by summer 
2009. Cbeebies also contributes to this purpose by introducing 
children to other countries and cultures. we will amend Cbeebies’ 
service licence to reflect fully and safeguard this contribution.
BBC arabic tv service
in the past year, our research into this purpose covered the recently 
launched bbC Arabic tv service. we felt that it was important to 
get a better understanding of this strategic service and its editorial 
challenges. the service was found generally to meet the needs  
of its target audience well (see service performance section for  
more details). 

helpinG to Deliver the Benefits  
of emerGinG CommUniCations 
teChnoloGies anD serviCes
you can expect the BBC to help everyone in the UK to get the  
best out of emerging media technologies now and in the future.
Audiences as a whole do not see the bbC’s role in making engaging 
digital content and services available as particularly important. this is 
changing, however, with, for example, younger audiences increasingly 
wanting to access bbC content through mobile phones. Audiences 
also rate the bbC’s performance in providing engaging digital content 
and services poorly in relation to the other purposes. we have 
approved the bbC’s supply of high definition television on all platforms 
and hope that in time this will positively affect perceptions of the 
availability of engaging digital content. we also hope that audiences  
will see an improvement in the performance of bbC Online, 
particularly in terms of navigation, following our approval of additional 
funding for the service.
partnerships
Partnerships with other organisations are necessary if we are to 
extend the benefits of emerging communications to our audiences. 
we are currently assessing Project Canvas, a joint-venture proposition 
with itv and bt to promote a standards-based open environment  
for internet-connected digital television devices. if approved by the 
trust, it will allow subscription-free access to a variety of on demand 
television services (such as bbC iPlayer) and internet-based content 
through a new broadband connected set top box. we will publish  
our decision on Project Canvas in due course. 
Digital radio
national coverage of dAb digital radio currently stands at 85%  
and the bbC has stated publicly that this will increase to 90%.  
in its interim digital britain report, the government has stated 
its ambition for dAb coverage to be equivalent to fm coverage. 
we note the bbC’s evidence regarding the diminishing return and 
increasing cost of expanding coverage, but are keen for the executive 
to continue exploring how to strengthen the reach of the dAb 
transmission network. 
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seRviCe PeRfORmAnCe
tv, RAdiO And Online seRviCes hAve seRved 
AudienCes well this yeAR And AudienCes’ 
OPiniOns Of the quAlity Of bbC seRviCes is 
geneRAlly veRy gOOd, AlthOugh we wOuld  
still liKe tO see gReAteR AmbitiOn And  
ORiginAlity in sOme AReAs Of OutPut. 
the trust assesses the executive’s performance in delivering the  
bbC’s services and holds them to account. here we report on  
their performance this year, in the areas of:
•  Television
•  Radio
•  Online
•  News
•  The World Service
the trust uses the bbC’s ‘Rqiv’ performance measurement 
framework. this is composed of four drivers of public value: reach 
(how many people are using the services each week); quality (users’ 
perceptions of the services); impact (awareness and delivery of the 
public purposes – not currently measured annually for each service); 
and value for money (generally measured by cost per user hour). 

television
despite the increasing popularity of new ways of watching tv content, 
such as through the iPlayer, the average viewing time of traditional  
or ‘linear’ television increased this year by over 20 minutes each  
week to 3 hours 45 minutes per day. 
reach
Reach is an important driver of the bbC’s ability to promote its 
public purposes. despite the enormous choice of channels available 
in digital homes, around 85% of the population still watches at least 
15 consecutive minutes of bbC television each week. 
Quality and originality
Our assessment of the executive’s performance in promoting the 
public purposes (see pages 30 to 32) has shown that audiences 
continue to place the greatest importance on bbC content that stands 
out for its high quality and originality. Audiences expect the bbC to 
deliver high quality and original content in all genres of programming. 
while the bbC’s performance has improved, audiences’ expectations 
have increased, which means that a large performance gap remains. 
Addressing this gap is, we believe, the bbC’s most important priority.
perceptions of ‘high quality’ programmes 
A range of bbC programmes scored highly on quality. natural 
history and wildlife programmes such as Tiger, Spy in the Jungle and 
Nature’s Great Events (bbC One) continue to attract the highest 
scores, while other types of documentary, such as bbC four’s Anne 
Frank Remembered, also stood out. dramas such as A Short Stay in 
Switzerland and Doctor Who (bbC One), and American imports such 
as Heroes (bbC three), also scored well.

perceptions of ‘original and different’ programmes 
Audiences judged a wide range of programmes to be ‘original and 
different’. factual and current affairs programmes featured very highly. 
documentaries such as Iran and the West (bbC two), Blood Sweat  
and T-Shirts (bbC three) and Absolutely Chuffed – The Men Who Built  
a Steam Engine (bbC four) received high scores for originality.
Comedy is important in terms of bringing original ideas to audiences. 
successes last year, including The Mighty Boosh (bbC three) and 
Outnumbered (bbC One) scored highly again this year, as did titles such 
as Ideal and Summer Heights High on bbC three. however, scores 
vary widely for comedy programmes, and we recognise that taking 
creative risks does not always result in programmes considered by 
audiences to be of high quality.
some uK drama scored well for originality: A Short Stay in Switzerland 
and Criminal Justice (bbC One), God On Trial (bbC two), Being Human 
(bbC three) and Taking Over the Asylum (bbC four). however, a 
number of the bbC’s long-running dramas, despite being perceived as 
high quality, are not seen as particularly original. we would like to see 
greater range and ambition across all types of drama on the bbC. 
perceptions of programmes that are neither high  
quality nor original
Clip or list shows, some reality shows and spin-offs continue to score 
lowest in terms of quality and originality. 
the trust’s television services review
we are pleased that the bbC has begun to use quality and originality 
measures to inform its understanding of how best to meet audience 
expectations of quality and originality. we will examine this area in 
more detail in our review of television services later in 2009 to help  
us determine how performance in this area can be improved further.
performance by channel
BBC one
bbC One remains the uK’s most watched channel, although reach 
has declined very slightly this year and viewing amongst children  
and younger adults continues to decline at a faster rate than amongst 
all adults.
bbC One is a very important driver of audience perceptions of the 
bbC as a whole. while audience approval of bbC One has risen, and 
other survey measures relating to quality appear strong, we believe the 
channel has a key role to play in closing the bbC’s overall performance 
gap relating to quality and originality. 

PeRfORmAnCe/
seRviCe PeRfORmAnCe/
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last year we highlighted the need for bbC One to refresh its 
drama and entertainment programming. new drama series such 
as Criminal Justice and The Diary of Anne Frank gained high audience 
appreciation levels. however, as noted above, we believe there remain 
opportunities for bbC television, including bbC One, to develop  
new dramas which are high quality and show greater range and 
creative ambition. 
Comedy is another important part of bbC One’s programme mix. 
bbC One has had some successes this year, notably the second series 
of Outnumbered, while My Family remains the most watched sitcom 
on british television. meeting audience expectations for high quality 
pre-watershed comedy remains a challenge for the channel and 
audiences’ perceptions that bbC One is the best channel for comedy 
have dropped. 
we will be reviewing the performance of bbC One later this year  
as part of our tv services review. 
BBC two
Reach was stable this year. the principal challenge for bbC two, 
reflected in audience research we conducted in 2007, is to provide 
programmes of depth and substance which audiences see as 
genuinely different from bbC One. Certain parts of the schedule 
have achieved this, notably on saturday nights where the channel’s 
factual programming has provided a real alternative to entertainment 
programmes offered on other channels. we believe there are 
opportunities for bbC two to apply this approach across other genres 
and parts of the schedule so that it provides a more consistently 
distinct offering from other television channels. 
we believe that drama and comedy play an important role on bbC 
two, and we will look at their roles, alongside that of factual output, 
when we consider the channel’s performance later this year as part  
of our tv services review. 
BBC three
bbC three increased its reach amongst its young target audience. 
we reviewed the channel against its service licence this year and 
our principal conclusion was that the channel has developed into an 
important part of the bbC’s television portfolio through its reach to 
younger audiences and its role in commissioning new programmes 
which take creative risks. you can find full details of this review on  
our website, bbc.co.uk/bbctrust 
BBC four
bbC four increased its reach slightly this year, and is highly appreciated 
by viewers. As part of our review of bbC four later this year, we 
will look into whether the plans to build a closer relationship with 
bbC two, which we approved in 2007, are proving successful in 
improving the awareness of bbC four and helping audiences to  
find its output. 
BBC alBa
in september 2008, following a public value test, the bbC launched 
bbC AlbA which broadcasts gaelic language programmes on 
satellite and cable. we will be carrying out a review of bbC AlbA’s 
performance later this year, before the digital switchover in scotland. 
s4C
the bbC provides welsh language programmes to s4C, including 
its news bulletin, Newyddion, and soap opera Pobol y Cwm. we 
are pleased that these continue to be amongst the most popular 
programmes on the channel. however we are concerned that most 
s4C viewers are unaware that the bbC supplies these programmes. 
the review of our agreement with s4C later this year will provide 
an opportunity to consider how best to ensure that audiences 
understand how their licence fee is being spent on s4C.

CBBC and CBeebies
the bbC performs very well overall in terms of services and content 
for children, as reported in our review of children’s services this 
year. the Cbeebies and CbbC digital channels make an important 
contribution to the bbC’s public purposes and offer good value  
for money.
Providing content that children enjoy and learn from is one of the 
core public service functions of the bbC and one that the trust fully 
supports. to make sure that the bbC continues to produce great 
output we identified some areas where improvements are needed. 
Our review found that listening figures for children’s radio were low, 
that usage of the CbbC website was declining and that audience 
levels for key programmes like Newsround and Blue Peter fell when 
children’s programmes were moved earlier in bbC One’s afternoon 
schedule. we also noted key risks and budgetary pressures which, left 
unchecked, could undermine future performance. Over the coming 
months we will be working with the executive to address these issues 
and ensure that the bbC remains the cornerstone of high quality uK 
children’s programming.

raDio 
this year there was an increase in the number of people listening 
to bbC Radio live via the internet. On-demand listening is popular, 
particularly of speech content, with bbC Radio 4 and bbC 7 
programmes making up over half the total requests for audio  
content on iPlayer. 
performance by station 
•  BBC Radio 1 and BBC 1Xtra: we completed reviews of these 
stations in june; you can find the details on our website. Radio 1  
in particular plays a very important role in promoting the bbC’s 
public purposes amongst young people, and we have made a series  
of recommendations which we hope will enable it to continue  
to do so.

•  BBC Radio 2 and BBC 6 Music: we are considering the 
performance of these stations as part of their service licence reviews. 
further details can be found on our website.

•  BBC Radio 3: ended the year with its highest audience figures since 
the end of 2006, at just below two million adults. listeners are highly 
appreciative of the quality of the station’s programming. 

•  BBC Radio 4: recorded its highest share of listening for many 
years – 12.5% between january and march 2009. while the strong 
news agenda contributed to its performance, we recognise the 
importance and strengths of other parts of the schedule, such  
as documentaries, features, drama and comedy. we believe 
that Radio 4 has been able to refresh its schedule while retaining 
intellectual rigour.

•  BBC Radio 5 live and 5 live sports extra: these stations had a 
successful year, which included extensive coverage of the beijing 
Olympics. surprisingly the Olympics did not significantly boost reach. 
we assume this was due to the popularity of content offered on 
bbC Online.

•  BBC 7: the most popular of the bbC’s digital-only radio stations, with 
a weekly reach of just below one million adults. the station attracts 
a very high volume of requests to listen again online, with archive 
shows particularly popular. 

•  BBC Asian Network: reach declined this year. we have discussed 
the executive’s plans to address this and will expect some 
improvement in reach next year.
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•  English local radio stations: levels of listening to the bbC’s  
40 local radio stations in england vary widely but there has been  
a gradual decline in audience numbers to many of these stations.  
the executive is addressing this and we will be looking at the 
outcome of their plans next year.

•  BBC Radio Ulster/Foyle: continues to be the most popular radio 
station in northern ireland offering a wide range of programmes  
and scoring well for measures of quality. 

•  BBC Radio Scotland: long-term decline in audience numbers 
stabilised this year.

•  The BBC also provides BBC radio nan Gàidheal, scotland’s only 
dedicated national radio service for gaelic listeners.

•  Audience numbers for BBC radio wales have risen slightly  
year-on-year, while those for the bbC’s welsh language station  
radio Cymru have remained stable. both these stations are looking 
to attract new audiences, especially younger listeners, and the 
challenge will be to deliver this while maintaining the stations’  
appeal to existing listeners. 

BBC online
bbC Online performed well this year, with iPlayer proving very 
popular and driving a growth in users to around 22 million each  
week. further extending the reach of bbC Online is becoming 
increasingly challenging, however, with the number of users  
remaining flat in many areas.
the iPlayer had a very strong first year with usage growing to around 
40 million requests in march 2009. As requested by the trust, the 
executive has made the full iPlayer service available on non-windows 
operating systems, and its functionality was further enhanced after we 
gave permission for series stacking and pre-booking. 
the executive has made considerable progress in addressing the 
actions we set out in our service review of bbC Online last year, 
including developing a new management framework and beginning to 
address those areas we highlighted as being weak. the external search 
engine was closed and linking to external sites from bbC Online 
appears to be improving.
we approved new investment in bbC Online for the next three years 
and look forward to seeing the outcome of this investment, in terms 
of improved navigation and enhancements to core public service areas 
such as news, children’s and nations’ sites.

news
Audience figures for the bbC’s main news bulletins and current affairs 
programmes on network television and Radio have remained steady 
this year. user numbers for news on bbC Online have continued to 
grow. both the bbC news and bbC Parliament channels increased 
reach and share compared with last year, and perceptions of quality 
amongst viewers of these channels are high.
Audience perceptions of trustworthiness, accuracy and impartiality  
all remained stable this year, and the reputation of bbC news remains 
very strong overall. we comment on audiences’ perceptions of 
impartiality in more depth in the impartiality section.
younger adults and those from less well off backgrounds remain the 
hardest audiences to reach. the executive is well aware of this and is 
looking at ways to address it. the role of bbC Online and short and 
targeted tv and radio bulletins, such as the bbC One 8pm bulletin, 
Newsbeat on Radio 1 and 60Second News on bbC three play an 
important role alongside longer and more in-depth programmes. 

the worlD serviCe
the world service is funded by Parliamentary grant-in-Aid rather 
than the licence fee. it reached 185 million people last year. usage of 
world service online grew strongly to 17 million, with particularly 
strong growth from the spanish language site, bbC mundo. Other 
growth areas were the new tv services, bbC Arabic and bbC 
Persian, while radio listening and world news audiences continue  
to fall, driven by the decline in short-wave radio listening and  
increasing competition.
As part of our programme of audience research on the world 
service, we assessed bbC Arabic tv. we found that audiences 
appreciate bbC Arabic tv but we agree with the executive that 
editorial values of impartiality and accuracy must take priority over 
seeking the kind of greater emotional engagement that is often valued 
by viewers. 
Coverage of the gaza conflict last winter was the first major test faced 
by bbC Arabic tv and it showed balance, fairness and impartiality. 
Our review identified a number of areas for improvement, including 
variety of content and visual appeal. you can read the full review on 
our website. 

“ it is imperative the bbC remains 
independent and impartial.” *

* member of the public taking part in a bbC survey.
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PeRfORmAnCe/
stewARdshiP Of the liCenCe fee/ 

stewARdshiP Of the 
liCenCe fee
in the CuRRent ChAllenging eCOnOmiC ClimAte, 
deliveRing vAlue fOR mOney fOR liCenCe fee 
PAyeRs is mORe imPORtAnt thAn eveR.

the trust’s role is to ‘ensure that licence fee income is spent in ways 
that meet audiences’ expectations and delivers value for money’. 
we do this in three ways by:
•  focusing on efficiency to make sure the BBC gets the maximum 

value for every pound spent without compromising quality
•  conducting value for money studies 
•  monitoring operations in the specific areas of licence fee collection 

and digital switchover

1. foCUsinG on effiCienCy
due to the long-term nature of licence fee funding, the bbC has a 
degree of financial stability. however the bbC is not immune from 
the pressures on the wider economy and, like many organisations, has 
revisited its longer-term financial plans during the past year. we have 
reviewed progress against the efficiency targets we previously set for 
the bbC and have also approved new plans for further efficiencies and 
contingency plans to ensure the bbC’s financial health remains sound. 
annual target: 3% cash-releasing efficiencies
in October 2007, the trust approved the bbC’s six-year plan, the aim 
of which was to make the bbC fit for a digital future. the plan was 
designed to ensure that existing services are managed in the most 
efficient way possible in order to release funds for the new  
investment required without compromising the quality of existing 
services. in approving the plan the trust set the bbC the target of 
achieving 3% pa (net) cumulative cash-releasing efficiencies over  
the five years to 2012/13. 
At this stage in the programme it is too early to judge whether 
reported savings have affected content quality. this year we have 
focused on understanding the quality of the data on which we 
will make our judgements in the future. we asked the national 
Audit Office (nAO) to consider the quality of the data systems 
underpinning the reporting of the performance aspect of efficiency 
savings, and their comments on this are set out on page 8. we are 
pleased that the underlying performance data systems provide us  
with a sound foundation on which we can review bbC progress  
and performance. 

talent costs
talent costs are a big part of the bbC’s expenditure. last year, we 
commissioned an independent report into the bbC’s role in the 
on-screen and on-air talent market which was published in june 2008. 
On the basis of this report the trust found that, on the whole, the 
bbC was not paying more for its top talent than other broadcasters 
were willing to pay, and that a large proportion of its talent deals 
were agreed at levels below those that might be available in the wider 
market. however, we also found there was room for improvement  
in the bbC’s practices which could achieve better value for money  
in some deals. 
this year we asked the executive to report on progress. we found 
that the bbC has made good progress on our recommendations, 
achieving some significant savings. however, in the context of the 
current economic climate, we believe the bbC should go further in 
reducing its overall spend on talent, and we have tasked the executive 
with achieving further substantial savings during the remainder of this 
licence fee period.

2. valUe for money stUDies
this rolling programme of studies, mainly commissioned from the 
nAO, provides an independent check on the executive’s activities. 
this year we commissioned two studies, the efficiency of the bbC’s 
radio production and the management of the bbC’s strategic 
contracts. you can find full reports on these studies on our website.
radio production
the study looked at what the bbC is doing to maximise the efficiency 
of radio production across all stations. it reviewed efficiency plans 
and the bbC’s assessment of the impact of efficiency initiatives on 
performance, and used cost comparisons for similar programme types 
both from the bbC’s own stations and commercial competitors. 
the study found that the bbC has achieved savings in radio 
production, with plans for further savings, but that it needs to 
understand better why the cost of producing similar programmes  
on its different radio stations varies so widely. 
we agree with the nAO that the bbC should adopt a more 
systematic approach to using comparative cost data and identifying 
potential savings, but caution that any such work should also take 
account of the possible impact on the quality of programming. we 
accept all of the recommendations of the study and have agreed with 
the executive a plan for their implementation, and they will report 
back to us on progress. 
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management of strategic contracts
this study looked at whether the bbC is securing the service and 
financial objectives set out in its current high-value strategic contracts 
(for services such as it support, hR, facilities management and so 
forth), on which it spent £715million in 2007/08.
the study concluded that ‘the bbC had kept its spending on strategic 
contracts in line with forecast and exceeded its savings targets. it now 
needs to concentrate on securing the levels of service for which it has 
paid – as well as achieving greater innovation – to provide the bbC 
and licence fee payers with value for money’. it also found that, across 
the five contracts examined, the bbC’s approach to relationship 
management was above average compared with other organisations 
in the public and private sectors.
the study identified a number of recommendations for improving  
the management of strategic contracts. we have again accepted  
these recommendations and agreed with the executive a plan for  
their implementation. 

3. monitorinG operations
the digital switchover
the government and Ofcom are responsible for the switchover 
of the uK to digital broadcasting, but asked the bbC to help certain 
vulnerable groups in society at the time of digital switchover by 
ensuring they are aware of what digital switchover means and receive 
the assistance they need to deal with this (‘the targeted help scheme’). 
the trust’s main role in relation to the targeted help scheme is to 
ensure that the executive’s operation of the scheme provides value  
for money. 
the financial review in Part two of this report provides an overview 
of the scale of operations in the past year and the money involved, 
with £24million spent by the help scheme in 2008/09. to date the  
help scheme has spent less than forecast mainly due to the take up  
of the scheme being lower than expected. Although the review of the 
first transmitter switchover operations suggests the help scheme was 
operating satisfactorily, it is in the coming year that arrangements will 
be tested as the scale of activity increases significantly. 

licence fee collection 
the trust has a duty to ensure that collection of the licence fee is 
‘efficient, appropriate and proportionate’. this year we undertook a 
detailed study of the collection arrangements, which included a public 
consultation to obtain the views of licence fee payers.
we concluded that, in collecting the licence fee, the bbC must balance 
firmness with fairness. tv licensing needs to improve the tone of its 
early dealings with the public, especially households that do not have 
televisions. At the same time, tv licensing should do more to target 
the minority of hard core licence evaders to make sure that everyone 
who should pay does pay. 
we were pleased to note that since the bbC took over collecting the 
licence fee in 1991 the evasion rate has dropped from 12.7% to 5.1%, 
although that decline has since levelled off with a slight rise to 5.39%. 
the bbC has also made savings in collection costs of £43.5million 
since 2006/07.
we have suggested that the bbC should put more effort into targeted 
enforcement of payment of the licence fee, even if this leads to modest 
additional cost. we consider the range of payment methods on 
offer to be satisfactory for the vast majority of licence fee payers, but 
would like to see payment plans simplified, particularly those schemes 
requiring upfront payment which may be difficult for people on low 
incomes. the executive will be responding to our recommendations 
early in 2009/10 and we will monitor progress as part of our annual 
review of licence fee collection. 
service licence budgetary compliance 
in 2008/09 all but two services complied with their service budget 
parameters. we were content with the reasons for hd tv and 
bbC AlbA under spending against baseline budget by more than 
10%. the hd tv underspend was due to greater savings being 
achieved in contractual costs than initially forecast. we monitor 
underspend as well as overspend so that we can take a view as to 
whether any reduction in investment is significantly impacting on 
service quality. in this case we welcomed the efficiencies that had 
been achieved. the bbC AlbA underspend reflected the start of 
the service mid year against an annual service licence baseline.

2008/09 worK plan
the areas discussed above all featured in our 2008/09 work plan. 
Additionally we had planned to do a third value for money review on 
asset management, but realised that two reviews per year was a more 
realistic target than three, and therefore focused our efforts on the 
more significant subjects. 

“ i have always found the bbC to be  
the best public service broadcaster  
in the uK. i consider my licence fee  
to be money well spent.” *

“ should the bbC be paying this amount 
of money to so-called stars?” ‡

* member of the public taking part in a bbC survey. 
‡ letter from licence fee payer to the trust during 2008/09.
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uPhOlding liCenCe fee 
PAyeRs’ inteRests
we must mAKe deCisiOns On behAlf Of All liCenCe 
fee PAyeRs, tAKing ACCOunt Of bOth individuAl 
inteRests And the wideR PubliC inteRest. 

PeRfORmAnCe/
uPhOlding liCenCe fee PAyeRs’ inteRests/

the trust’s role is to ensure that the bbC works effectively in the 
public interest, and is as responsive as possible to what licence fee 
payers want.
how do we do this? it comes down to four things:
•  listening to licence fee payers to understand their views of the BBC 

and how it can be improved
•  considering issues brought to our attention through complaints and 

appeals, and making judgements to ensure that the bbC continues 
to meet the highest standards

•  ensuring we consider the views of all interested parties when making 
decisions about the bbC’s services and how they are run

•  defending the BBC’s independence by resisting influence and 
pressure from any source

1. listeninG to liCenCe fee payers
to be able to respond to licence fee payers, we must of course 
understand what they want. we have various methods of gathering 
audiences’ views, including advice from Audience Councils, direct 
research, public consultations, public meetings and radio phone-ins.

2. ContinUinG to meet the hiGhest 
stanDarDs
most of the issues brought to our attention through the complaints 
and appeals process are around editorial standards (see page 57 for 
how the editorial appeals process works), although we also concern 
ourselves with other standards, for example fair trading.
the results of all appeals that we consider are explained on our 
website. we report below on the most significant appeals that we 
considered during the year, as a result of which we have changed  
bbC policy or are taking additional action to review compliance  
with standards.
The Russell Brand Show incident
the furore around an incident on The Russell Brand Show was  
the most significant issue to have arisen over editorial standards  
this year, and provoked more than 42,000 complaints to the BBC.
in October 2008, broadcasters Russell brand and jonathan Ross 
left highly offensive telephone messages for the actor Andrew sachs 
during a pre-recorded programme on bbC Radio 2. the trust’s 
editorial standards Committee found that there had been a very 
serious breach of the bbC’s editorial guidelines on offence and 
privacy, and that editorial control and compliance procedures in  
non-news areas of the bbC’s Audio & music division were inadequate.  
Ofcom imposed fines totalling £150,000.
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the trust instructed the executive to: 
•  submit proposals to strengthen editorial controls in Audio & Music, 

which the trust approved in december 2008
•  strengthen immediately the editorial controls around any 

programme which represents high levels of editorial risk
•  assess immediately the editorial controls and compliance procedures 

in place for all programmes across television and radio where  
the production company is owned and/or managed by the  
featured performer

in autumn 2009, we will carry out an independent audit to determine 
the effectiveness of the executive’s measures to strengthen editorial 
controls in the Audio & music division. 
this incident underlines the importance of understanding the editorial 
boundaries for high-risk material. in 2009 we will be reviewing the 
bbC’s editorial guidelines, taking account of common understanding 
of what is acceptable from research into public opinion on this subject. 
sponsorship/BBC Sports Personality of the Year
this appeal did not attract the numbers of complaints seen in the 
brand/Ross incident but was significant in that the trust has required 
major changes to be made to bbC policy concerning the sponsorship 
of on-air events. 
in december 2007, bbC One and Radio 5 live broadcast BBC Sports 
Personality of the Year. the event was sponsored by britvic soft drinks. 
Complaints were made that a number of guidelines had been broken 
for reasons which included the prominence of the Robinsons logo  
and, more broadly, that the bbC should not be offering guarantees  
of on-air mentions in return for on-air event sponsorship funding.  
the complaints were initially addressed by the bbC executive  
and not upheld.
On appeal, the trust concluded that several of the editorial guidelines 
had been breached. we believe that audiences expect bbC 
programmes to be free of advertising, or the impression of advertising. 
we instructed the executive to ensure breaches of this kind were not 
repeated. we also stipulated that there should be tighter controls on 
event sponsorship. 
the executive’s revised sponsorship guidance and policy propose that 
the bbC will no longer accept commercial sponsors for on-air bbC 
events and end contractual obligations to on-air or website mentions 
of the sponsor of a bbC on-air event. the policy, accompanied by the 
revised guidance, has been put out for public consultation and we plan 
to publish the results in summer 2009. 

3. ConsiDerinG the views of all interesteD 
parties in maKinG DeCisions
we believe in conducting business openly – and are required to do 
so – which includes taking account of the views of interested parties 
when making decisions about the scope of bbC services and activities. 
we do this in a variety of ways including meeting interested parties 
and consulting publicly on significant issues.
we set out below the most significant decisions we have made in the 
past year. 
local video
this year we refused permission for the executive to develop a local 
video service, after conducting a public value test. 
the trust rejected the proposals because it did not consider that they 
would improve services for the public enough to justify either the 
investment of licence fee funds or the negative impact on commercial 
media. instead, we believe the bbC’s priority should be to improve the 
quality of its regional services. we asked the executive to come back 
to us with new proposals during 2009/10.
network supply review
we have set more challenging targets for the amount of BBC 
network production to be made outside london. 
to get the best creative output and ensure value for money, we want 
the bbC to draw on the full range of talents in the uK when sourcing 
network television production. the executive completed a review in 
2008, which resulted in us changing how we set targets for the bbC  
in this area.
we used to use a bbC-specific definition of what counts as network 
production but have decided to use Ofcom’s definition to bring us 
in line with the rest of the uK broadcasting industry. the Ofcom 
definition is more demanding than the bbC’s existing definition  
and applying it in future means a significant stretch to the targets 
previously set. 
under the new targets the bbC must:
•  ensure that 50% of network production is made outside London  

by 2016
•  increase network production from Scotland, Wales and Northern 

ireland (combined) to 12% by 2012 and 17% by 2016
we have not set formal targets for individual nations but we will 
monitor delivery to ensure a strong and sustainable network 
production base in each nation. 

“ it would be a great shame for the 
quality of bbC programmes to be 
compromised.” †

† member of the public taking part in a consultation on the bbC.
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high definition service on digital terrestrial television
working with ofcom we agreed in principle a way to allow  
hD on freeview.
digital terrestrial television (dtt), including the bbC’s freeview 
service, is key to the government’s strategy for achieving universal, 
free-to-air public service broadcasting. the digital switchover offers  
an opportunity to take advantage of new technologies and upgrade 
the platform to offer a wider set of services, including the potential  
for services in high definition (hd).
we know from previous consultations that there is much support 
amongst the public for hd services. Our approval of the new bbC 
hd channel, announced in november 2008, made clear that all 
licence fee payers, including those on freeview, should have access  
to it as soon as possible.
we therefore welcomed Ofcom’s proposition to license commercial 
public service broadcasters to broadcast hd services. in April 2008, 
we agreed to work with Ofcom to allow hd on freeview, reflecting 
our respective responsibilities for the services and licences which 
facilitate operation of the dtt platform. the bbC can now move 
forward with its hd service on freeview.
iplayer pre-booking
after a public consultation, we approved the executive’s plans  
for adding pre-booking functionality to the BBC iplayer. 
Pre-booking will allow users to select programmes from the iPlayer 
schedule up to seven days in advance and download them for viewing 
on their home computers. we will be monitoring the impact of  
pre-booking on the iPlayer’s reach and usage to ensure that it offers 
value for money, and have asked the executive to report back after  
six months.

project Canvas
we are assessing the executives proposal for a joint venture 
to promote a standards-based open environment for internet-
connected television devices.
in november 2008, the executive asked for permission to develop 
a joint venture to promote a standards-based open environment for 
internet-connected television devices, otherwise known as Project 
Canvas. for consumers this would enable subscription-free access 
to on demand television services and other internet-based content, 
through a broadband connected digital device such as a set-top box.
based on the information submitted by the executive at that time, we 
determined that Project Canvas is a non-service activity, and that a 
full public value test would not be appropriate. we therefore applied 
a non-service assessment to Project Canvas, involving a detailed 
evaluation of both the public value and the market impact of the 
proposals. we conducted an initial public consultation, where  
we invited industry stakeholders, audience groups and licence fee 
payers to comment on the proposals. the consultation attracted  
a significant response and we have now asked the executive to 
provide us with further information on key areas before continuing 
with our assessment.

“ in my view the bbC is very middle of 
the road, middle class, middle england 
and it doesn’t cater for diverse views.” ̂

 ̂Public meeting attended by the Chairman of the bbC trust.
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4. DefenDinG the BBC’s inDepenDenCe
One of the main reasons the public trusts the bbC is because of its 
independence, and defending that independence is therefore a crucial 
role of the trust. 
the DeC Gaza Crisis appeal
One of the most controversial issues on which we have had to 
adjudicate was the decision in january 2009 by the director-general 
not to broadcast the disasters emergency Committee appeal for 
humanitarian aid for the residents of gaza. (see page 56 for details  
of the complaints and appeals around this issue and the reasons why 
the trust did not uphold the appeals.) 
the director-general’s decision provoked huge public debate and 
there were calls from a number of senior politicians for the director-
general to reverse his decision. the intensity of feeling led our 
Chairman to write an open letter to the director-general in which  
he made an unequivocal statement about the trust’s role in 
safeguarding the independence of the bbC. he said he felt that the 
‘level and tone’ of some of the political comment was ‘coming close  
to constituting undue interference in the editorial independence of the 
bbC’. sir michael assured the director-general that the trust would 
‘do everything in our power to ensure that you are given the space to 
make the editorial decisions you feel, after due consideration, are right 
in the circumstances’. 

2008/09 worK plan
some of the decisions and outcomes described above resulted from 
work we had planned to do within our 2008/09 work plan. Others 
were the result of our work in considering appeals and complaints 
during the year. we had a number of other priorities for work in  
the year, which although not so significant in outcome, were 
nonetheless important.
impartiality review
we conducted a review on the impartiality of our coverage of the 
four nations, which you can read about on page 55.
economic value review
making sure that the bbC’s economic impact is a positive one is 
an important issue for the trust. to this end, in january 2008, we 
commissioned PricewaterhouseCoopers to conduct research into 
the economic impact of the bbC’s publicly-funded services on the uK 
broadcasting and creative sector. their findings are set out on page 54. 
review of the woCC
As set out in the Charter and Agreement, the bbC makes 50% of 
television programmes in-house, as well as commissioning 25% from 
independent production companies. the bbC also operates the 
window of Creative Competition (wOCC) within which in-house 
and independent producers can compete for the remaining 25%.  
in 2008 the trust reviewed how well the arrangement is working, 
getting views from a wide range of stakeholders as well as conducting 
a public consultation.
Overall, we concluded that, under the current system, ideas are 
treated equally and commissioning decisions are being made on merit. 
Commissioners have clear incentives to pick the best ideas and there 
is no obvious bias towards accepting in-house ideas over independent 
ones or vice versa. As well as delivering benefits to audiences through 
better programming, our stakeholder analysis revealed that the 
wOCC is also broadly welcomed by commissioners, in-house  
and independent producers.
there are always opportunities for improvement, however, and  
we made various recommendations to the executive to this effect. 
we will assess progress through a follow-up review in 2010.

“ i love the fact it has no adverts, and a 
wide range of programmes from the 
hilarious to serious and educational.” †

† member of the public taking part in a consultation on the bbC.
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the tRust’s PlAns fOR 2009/10/

the tRust’s PlAns  
fOR 2009/10
As explained on pages 18 to 19, where we report back on our 
2008/09 plan, each year, the trust publishes a work plan so that 
everyone who engages with us, both inside and outside the bbC,  
or anyone who is interested, can find out what our priorities are,  
why we have set them, and what we will be doing about them in  
the year ahead. following is a summary of our plan for 2009/10.  
you can find full details of both the plan and the consultation  
around it on our website bbc.co.uk/bbctrust

GettinG the most oUt of the BBC  
for liCenCe fee payers 
in the year to come, we want to consolidate the work we’ve done  
in our first two years, but serve licence fee payers better by achieving 
more for them through concentrating on a smaller number of issues 
in greater depth. how will we do that? by finding out what issues they 
are most concerned about, and making sure we do something about 
them. we are helped particularly in this by the valuable contributions 
made by the network of Audience Councils.
we will also continue to play a full role in the unfolding debate 
about the future of public service broadcasting. we will assess the 
partnership proposals submitted to us by the executive on how  
the bbC can use its strength better for the benefit of the whole  
uK broadcasting sector.
Our work plan for 2009/10 centres on making sure that the bbC 
remains focused on delivering high quality, distinctive programming; 
that it is efficient; and that overall it delivers the best value to audiences 
across the uK. As well as more intensive work on editorial standards, 
we will be reviewing some of the bbC’s most popular services 
including bbC One, bbC two and bbC Radio 2. Alongside that, we 
will continue to review the trust’s and the trust unit’s performance  
to ensure we deliver value for money. 

sTewardshiP of  
The liCenCe fee
our strategic role
to ensure that licence fee income is spent in ways that meet 
audiences’ expectations and deliver value for money.

Priority 1

six-year plan
we will continue to monitor implementation by the executive of  
the bbC’s six-year plan. in particular we’ll be looking at the quality  
of the bbC’s services, and whether the executive has achieved  
savings through greater efficiency, to allow investment in new services.

Priority 2

ChallenGinG eConomiC environment
we will pay close attention to the effects on the bbC of a more 
challenging economic environment. 

Priority 3

valUe for money
we will commission two value for money studies:
a) capital investment in the bbC’s property portfolio
b)  financial and project management of a number of major external 

events covered by the bbC such as the Olympics and glastonbury

Priority 4

trUst’s talent report
we will publish a follow-up report on progress made on the 
recommendations in the trust’s talent report published in 2008.

www.bbc.co.uk/bbctrust
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in the COming yeAR we will COnCentRAte On  
A smAlleR numbeR Of issues in gReAteR dePth.

uPholding liCenCe  
fee Payers’ inTeresTs
our strategic role
to ensure that the BBC works effectively in the public interest  
and is as responsive as possible to what licence fee payers want.

Priority 1

eDitorial stanDarDs
in the coming year the trust will oversee the review of the 
bbC’s editorial guidelines. As part of this work, and following an 
unacceptable breach of standards in The Russell Brand Show, we  
will look at taste and standards in bbC programmes and commission 
an independent review into compliance by the bbC’s Audio &  
music division.

Priority 2

pUBliC serviCe BroaDCastinG review 
the uK broadcasting sector has seen a number of reviews over  
the past three years, central to which have been Ofcom’s second 
review of public service broadcasting and the government’s digital 
britain review. 
we will continue to be an active participant in the digital britain 
review as we believe it is vital that the interests of audiences are  
placed first and foremost in the outcome. 

Priority 3

pUBliC valUe tests
we will be returning as we promised to the decision we took on  
the gaelic and iPlayer public value tests to examine how the services 
are operating. 

Priority 4

partnership proposals
we have a formal role in approving new proposals from the executive 
for the bbC to work in closer partnership with the wider broadcasting 
industry. we will be reviewing and commenting on these proposals 
during the year.

effeCTively PromoTing  
The BBC’s PuBliC PurPoses
our strategic role
to ensure that, in all its operations, the BBC promotes  
the six public purposes set out by parliament.

Priority 1

pUrpose remits
Purpose remits set out how we expect the bbC to deliver each  
of its public purposes. in 2007/08 we identified a number of 
performance gaps particularly in respect of programming that 
audiences see as fresh and new, and also in the provision of news  
and current affairs to underserved audiences and how effectively  
the bbC represents different nations. we will continue to monitor  
the bbC’s performance here.

Priority 2

serviCe reviews
the trust has a duty to review each bbC service at least once  
every five years, offering the opportunity for the public to have  
their say on how they feel the bbC is doing against its remit.  
in 2009/10 we will review:
a) television
•  BBC One
•  BBC Two
•  BBC Four
• BBC Red Button
b) Radio
•  BBC Radio 2
•  BBC 6 Music
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gOveRnAnCe/
the bbC tRustees/

the bbC tRustees
the bbC tRust, As the gOveRning bOdy Of the bbC, 
is sePARAte fROm the exeCutive whiCh mAnAges 
the bbC’s dAy-tO-dAy OPeRAtiOns. 

Our job is to represent licence fee payers and make sure the 
executive delivers the high quality programmes and services the  
public wants, while ensuring that the bbC is accountable and open. 
we also protect the independence of the bbC from commercial 
or political influence. 

sir miChael lyons ChAiRmAn
other roles: Chairman, english Cities fund; non-executive  
director, mouchel plc, wragge & Co, and sqw ltd; governor,  
Royal shakespeare Company. 

Chitra BharUCha mBe viCe ChAiRmAn
Chairs remuneration and appointments Committee and  
audience Councils Committee. led review of complaints  
process (see page 57).
other roles: trustee, marie Curie Cancer Care.

Diane Coyle oBe
Chairs trust’s strategic approvals Committee. led public  
value test on proposed local video service (see page 39).
other roles: economist; member, Competition Commission; 
member, Centre for economic Policy Research; visiting  
professor, university of manchester, institute of Political  
and economic governance.

anthony fry
Joined trust on 1 november 2008
other roles: senior managing director, evercore Partners; non-
executive director, Control Risks and dairy Crest; executive board 
member, edinburgh international television festival; board member, 
english national Opera. 

alison hastinGs
trustee for england (chairs audience Council england). led review 
of services for younger audiences (see page 31).
other roles: media consultant; vice president, british board  
of film Classification. 

Dame patriCia hoDGson DBe
led review of BBC’s online services (see page 35).
other roles: Principal, newnham College, Cambridge; non-executive 
director, Competition Commission; member, higher education 
funding Council for england.

rotha Johnston CBe
trustee for northern ireland (chairs audience Council, northern 
ireland); chairs finance and Compliance Committee. led review  
of window of Creative Competition (see page 41).

other roles: non-executive director, Allied irish bank (uK) plc and 
northern ireland Office; deputy chairman, invest northern ireland; 
pro-chancellor, queen’s university, belfast.

Janet lewis-Jones
trustee for wales (chairs audience Council wales). led review  
of tv licensing collection methods (see page 37).
other roles: Chair, membership selection panel, glas Cymru Cyf 
(welsh water); trustee, baring foundation and maytree Charity. 

DaviD liDDiment
Chairman, audiences and performance Committee. led work  
on distinctiveness (see section 30).
other roles: non-executive director, All3media; associate,  
Old vic theatre Company. 

mehmUDa mian
led review of children’s services (see page 31).
other roles: board member, independent safeguarding Authority; 
associate director, lokahi foundation.

Jeremy peat
trustee for scotland (chairs audience Council scotland). led value 
for money studies (see page 36 to 37).
other roles: Chairman, bbC Pension trust board; director,  
david hume institute; member, Competition Commission.

riCharD tait CBe
Chairman, editorial standards Committee. leads the trust’s  
work on editorial standards and compliance (see pages 55 to 56).
other roles: Professor of journalism and director, Centre for 
journalism studies, Cardiff university; vice president, international 
news safety institute.
for more information on the trustees, their former careers  
and experience, please see our website bbc.co.uk/bbctrust

this section of our report sets out how our governance activities 
serve the public, under the headings:
•  delivering value for money
•  the BBC and the wider economy
•  securing editorial standards
•  serving all audiences
Pages 60 to 67 set out the trust’s own corporate governance 
processes while Part two of this report provides more information  
on the executive’s position on corporate governance. 
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sir miChael lyons 
ChAiRmAn

alison hasTings 
englAnd

JaneT lewis-Jones 
wAles

Jeremy PeaT 
sCOtlAnd 

ChiTra BharuCha 
viCe ChAiRmAn

dame PaTriCia hodgson

david liddimenT

riChard TaiT 

anThony fry

diane Coyle

roTha JohnsTon 
nORtheRn iRelAnd

mehmuda mian

dermot gleeson was a member of the bbC trust during 2008/09. his term of office finished on 31 October 2008.
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deliveRing vAlue  
fOR mOney
As tRustees, OuR ultimAte ResPOnsibility is tO  
mAKe suRe the bbC deliveRs vAlue fOR mOney. 

we oversee the bbC’s financial and business performance, keeping  
a close eye both on its own financial needs and on how it spends  
its income. 
we carry out our financial duties through the finance and Compliance 
Committee (see page 61 for membership), which scrutinises bbC 
budgets, financial performance, and other operational compliance, 
as well as undertaking reviews on specific areas of expenditure. this 
committee formerly operated as the finance and strategy Committee 
but was reformed in january 2009 under its new name with revised 
terms of reference. Key strategic decisions are now reviewed by the 
strategic Approvals Committee. 

settinG finanCial BUDGets anD oBJeCtives
each year we review and question the bbC’s finances and, once our 
questions have been answered and any changes we feel necessary 
have been made, we approve the bbC’s budget and its long-term 
financial plans. As part of this we set a budget for each individual 
service licence. where necessary, we may also set management 
financial objectives to guide the way the executive manages 
operations. last year we set a target for the bbC to make cumulative 
3% efficiencies over the five-year period from 2008/09 to 2012/13. 
we report on progress against that target on page 7. 

risK manaGement
each year we review and question the risk management activities 
undertaken within the bbC to ensure that the executive is adequately 
identifying and addressing the key operating risks facing the bbC. 
we do this through review of regular risk management reports and 
through questioning of the external auditors, internal audit and the 
Audit Committee. 
Occasionally we will make recommendations as to areas for more 
detailed review. An appropriate management information system is 
fundamental to effective decision making for any organisation. in recent 
years the bbC has reformed its financial systems, achieving significant 
savings through the establishment of a central finance service centre in 
Cardiff and other outsourcing arrangements. we reported last year 
on some issues concerning the controls around spend and accounting 
for the bbC Online. in view of this we have asked the executive to 
provide us with assurance as to the current status and quality of 
management reporting across the bbC’s public services. 
we welcome the executive’s proposals to engage the external 
auditors to review this during 2009/10.

speCifiC reviews 
each year we look in detail at particular areas to ensure they deliver 
value for money, in accordance with our Charter duties. you can find 
details of this year’s reviews on pages 36 to 37. As well as this planned 
programme, we carry out other reviews, informed by our Charter 
duties. this year we reviewed the collection of the licence fee, looking 
at whether it is efficient, appropriate and proportionate. we are 
following up on the actions taken by the executive in response to  
our review of talent costs from the previous year.

exeCUtive pay
through our remuneration and appointments committee (see page 
62 for membership), we set the strategy that determines the pay  
and benefits of the executive board. 
Our approach to executive pay is to ensure that it reflects  
the expectations of licence fee payers as well as the needs  
of the organisation. 
Our three guiding principles for executive pay are:
•  it should be consistent with a remuneration strategy for  

the bbC as a whole
•  it should take into account the unique opportunities that working  

at the bbC can offer
•  the BBC should follow, not lead, the market
we are responsible for and set the remuneration of the director-
general and the non-executive directors. for other members of the 
executive board, we set the remuneration strategy but we do not  
set individual salaries or award bonuses. these are determined by  
the executive board’s Remuneration Committee, consisting entirely  
of non-executive directors.
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future review of executive pay
we continue to pay close attention to the concerns of licence fee 
payers and other stakeholders about the levels of executive pay at 
the bbC. the bbC operates in a competitive market and we want 
to attract the very best people to work for the organisation; this will 
ensure that we can continue to provide the high quality programmes 
and services that licence fee payers expect. however, we are equally 
clear that the level of remuneration – particularly of top executives – 
needs to reflect the fact that the bbC is funded by the public through 
the licence fee. 
As part of our ongoing responsibility to deliver value for money in this 
area, we have decided to review our approach to executive pay and 
benefits, including performance related bonuses. this review will take 
place during 2009. Consistent with our guiding principles, the director-
general will review the remuneration strategy for the bbC as a 
whole, taking into account the current economic circumstances and 
the need to demonstrate value for money to licence fee payers. After 
considering the outcomes of his review we will determine the strategy 
for the executive board. 

operation of the trust’s remuneration and 
appointments Committee
the trust’s committee is advised by staff from the trust unit. As set 
out in the 2006 Combined Code on Corporate governance, when 
necessary, the committee takes specialist advice from our chosen 
external professional adviser, towers Perrin. they give us relevant 
market information and advice on remuneration strategy when 
requested. for matters relating to the executive board, the director-
general, the director bbC People, the Reward director, and the 
Chairman of the executive board’s Remuneration Committee attend 
the trust’s Remuneration and Appointments Committee as required. 
the director-general is never present when his own remuneration  
is discussed. 
trustees’ remuneration
see page 65 for details of trustees’ remuneration. 

exeCUtive BoarD remUneration 2009

the director-general, mark thompson, is the Chief executive 
Officer of the bbC. he is the bbC’s editor-in-chief and chairman  
of the executive board. we set the director-general’s salary  
and conditions and determine if any performance-related bonus  
is to be awarded.
Our approach to the director-general’s remuneration is to provide 
a package that attracts and retains a person of the calibre required 
to undertake this demanding role and provide the leadership 
necessary to direct the uK’s largest public service broadcaster. 
the director-general’s remuneration consists of a base salary, a 
pension and the option to be considered for a performance-related 
bonus (maximum 10% of base salary). the director-general is also 
provided with a chauffeur-driven car which he uses principally for 
business journeys in london, but he is not entitled to a personal  
car or fuel allowance.
in August 2008 we awarded the director-general a 2% increase to 
his base salary, mirroring the increase awarded to staff. for 2008/09 
the performance-related bonus scheme for the bbC’s public service 
directors was suspended (see below), and therefore the director-
general did not receive a bonus. 
the trust undertakes an annual performance assessment of the 
director-general. he continues to meet the objectives set by 
the trust and we believe that he provides strong and effective 
leadership of the organisation. 
2. non-executive Directors
the non-executive directors receive a fee determined by the trust, 
which reflects the complexity of the role and the time required to 
undertake their role effectively. the fee levels are set with reference 
to rates paid by other uK corporations, but at a level such that the 
non-executive directors are not financially dependent on the bbC. 
each non-executive director receives a base fee (currently £35,700 
pa), while an additional fee (currently £5,100 pa) is awarded to 
the chair of each committee for each role performed. the senior 
independent director is awarded an additional fee of £10,200 pa 
for undertaking his role. the non-executive directors are also 
reimbursed for expenses incurred on bbC business, and any tax 
arising on those expenses is settled directly by the bbC. their fees 
and taxable benefits are set out in Part two of this report. 

from 1 january 2009, we gave the non-executive directors a 2% 
increase to their fees (the pa amounts listed above reflect this 
increase). the fees of the non-executive directors are reviewed 
by the trust every other year, and this was the first review.
the executive board undertakes its own performance assessment, 
which is reported to the trust, details of which can be found in  
Part two of this report.

1. Director-General

3. executive directors
Our approach to executive pay is to set a strategy which provides 
remuneration that is able to attract, motivate and retain the key  
talent required to lead the bbC and deliver outstanding public  
service broadcasting. As stated above, we believe that this must  
reflect the expectations of licence fee payers as well as the  
needs of the organisation. in the current economic environment,  
these expectations serve to put increasing pressure on levels  
of executive pay. 
within a strategy set by the trust, the executive board’s 
Remuneration Committee determines the individual remuneration 
of executive directors. it then presents a formal report assuring us 
that this strategy has been followed. On reviewing this year’s report 
we concluded that our strategy had been followed with respect to 
executive directors’ pay, and therefore accepted the committee’s 
assurance on this matter.
this year the executive board suspended the discretionary bonus 
arrangements for most bbC staff. this decision made all public 
service executive directors ineligible for a performance-related 
bonus. the Chief executive, bbC worldwide, has a bonus related 
to the profits arising from the bbC’s commercial operations. more 
details on this are available in Part two of this report. 
the performance of the executive directors is a matter for 
the director-general. the report of the executive board’s 
Remuneration Committee can be found in Part two of this report.
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the bbC And the  
wideR eCOnOmy
OuR duty As tRustees is tO PRevent the bbC fROm 
using its eCOnOmiC POweR in wAys thAt might 
stifle enteRPRise OR initiAtive fROm elsewheRe And 
tO mAKe suRe the bbC COnduCts its COmmeRCiAl 
tRAding ACtivities fAiRly.

the bbC is a major presence in the uK media sector. it spent 
£3.6billion in 2008/09 (£3.5 billion in 2007/08), including £1.1billion 
spent outside the bbC on independent productions, artists and other 
programme resources (£1.2billion in 2007/08). 
we know the public places a high value on the breadth of choice that 
comes from a thriving uK media market and maintaining that breadth 
of choice in the public interest. we ensure that the bbC is a fair player 
in the wider uK media sector. 

approval of new serviCes
One of the main things we consider when looking at the bbC’s 
investment in new services is what the impact would be on the 
market. we weigh up the benefit to a particular group of licence fee 
payers with the broader public interest. to ensure that we strike the 
right balance when there are competing interests, we apply a public 
value test before approving any new services. the test considers 
both positive and negative market impacts. no new services were 
approved during the year. 

BBC’s CommerCial aCtivities
As well as its public services, the bbC has some commercial activities, 
which have to be carried out through subsidiaries, the main one being 
bbC worldwide. the aim is to generate revenue to reinvest in public 
services for the benefit of licence fee payers.
Our role is to make sure the bbC conducts its commercial trading 
activities fairly and to prevent the bbC from using its economic power 
in ways that might stifle enterprise or initiative elsewhere. we set 
the framework in which new commercial services are approved 
and overseen, which covers four criteria. As set out in the bbC 
Agreement, services must:
•  fit with the BBC’s public purposes
•  exhibit commercial efficiency
•  not jeopardise the good reputation of the BBC
•  comply with BBC fair trading guidelines, in particular avoiding 

distorting the market
while we set the framework and require the executive to report 
against it, in practice most operational decisions are made either by 
the board of bbC worldwide or by the executive board. in a small 
number of cases our approval is required for new services. no new 
services were approved in 2008/09.

overseeinG fair traDinG arranGements
All bbC trading activities are covered by the bbC’s fair trading regime 
which is designed to ensure that the bbC’s commercial and other 
trading activities are conducted fairly and aims to minimise any negative 
impact on the market. the bbC recognises that it plays a unique role 
in the media market and has chosen to abide by constraints on its 
operations in addition to those imposed on it by uK and european 
competition and state aid rules.
the trust is required by the Charter to adopt a statement of policy on 
fair trading and to hold the executive board to account for compliance 
with it. the bbC trust’s fair trading Policy and the bbC trust’s 
Competitive impact Codes came into effect on 1 july 2007.
Responsibility for day-to-day fair trading compliance by the bbC and 
for handling fair trading complaints lies with the executive through  
its fair trading Compliance Committee.
Responsibility for monitoring fair trading compliance and for handling 
fair trading appeals lies with the trust’s finance and Compliance 
Committee (which replaced the trust’s Public value and fair trading 
Committee on 1 january 2009). 
the trust believes the bbC’s fair trading Commitment, the bbC 
trust’s fair trading Policy and Competitive impact Codes and the 
bbC management’s fair trading guidelines are consistent with the 
requirements of the Charter and Agreement. through the work 
of our Committee, we have gained reasonable assurance that the 
controls and procedures designed to ensure these policies are applied 
throughout the bbC have been operating effectively throughout the 
year. we will continue to review the policies in the context of the 
evolving media market. the executive reports in Part two of this 
report on its own measures to ensure compliance.
in 2008, the trust considered four fair trading appeals and upheld two 
of them in part. At the time of writing, the trust is considering three 
fair trading appeals; we will report on the findings next year. findings  
of all appeals are published on our website.
the trust is advised by independent fair trading auditors and advisers. 
the independent auditors conduct an annual fair trading audit to 
determine whether the bbC has established and applied a system 
of internal controls which provides reasonable assurance that it has 
complied with its fair trading Policy, Competitive impact Codes and 
the fair trading guidelines. the audit includes a wide programme  
of reviews, tests and evaluations across all bbC divisions.
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inDepenDent fair traDinG aUDitors’ 
report to the BBC trUst for the year 
enDeD 31 marCh 2009 
in our role as the bbC’s fair trading auditors, we have audited the 
system of internal controls established within the bbC to provide 
the bbC with reasonable assurance that the bbC executive 
has complied with the requirement of its fair trading Policy, 
Competitive impact Codes and the fair trading guidelines (‘the  
fair trading Arrangements’) for the year ended 31 march 2009. 
Our instructions for this engagement, including the scope of work 
to be undertaken, were agreed with the bbC trust’s Public value 
and fair trading Committee (replaced on 1 january 2009 by the 
finance and Compliance Committee). these instructions include 
agreement that our audit should be conducted in accordance with 
the international standard on Assurance engagements (isAe) 3000, 
agreement on the limit of our liability in respect of this work, and 
agreement that our duty of care in respect of this work is solely  
to the bbC trust, as a body. we are satisfied that the agreed scope 
of our audit was sufficient to enable us to express the opinion set 
out below. 
respective responsibilities of BBC trust, BBC executive 
and fair trading auditors
the bbC trust is responsible for ensuring that the bbC executive 
trades fairly. it is also responsible for preparing the section within 
this report entitled ‘Overseeing fair trading arrangements’ which 
includes a statement on fair trading.
the bbC executive is charged by the bbC trust with establishing 
and operating a system of internal controls designed to ensure 
compliance with the bbC’s fair trading arrangements for the year 
ended 31 march 2009, including identifying and assessing risks 
that could threaten fair trading, and designing and implementing 
responses to such risks.
As the bbC’s fair trading auditors, it is our responsibility to form an 
independent view, based on our audit work, of the extent to which 
the bbC has established, and applied, a system of internal controls 
which provide reasonable assurance that it has complied with the 
requirements of its fair trading Arrangements for the year ended 
31 march 2009. we have reviewed specific decisions reached by 
the bbC on fair trading issues only in so far as this is necessary to 
form an opinion on the application of the system of internal controls. 
we have also reviewed whether the bbC trust’s statement on fair 
trading reflects our findings of the bbC’s compliance with its system 
of internal controls and we report if it does not.
Our opinion has been prepared for and only for the bbC trust, 
as a body, in accordance with our instructions which were agreed 
with the trust unit of the bbC on behalf of the bbC trust’s Public 
value and fair trading Committee. we do not, in giving this opinion, 
accept or assume responsibility for any other purpose or to any 
person other than the bbC trust or bbC executive to whom this 
report is shown, or into whose hands it may come, and no other 
person shall be entitled to rely on our opinion, save where expressly 
agreed by our prior consent in writing.

our approach
we have performed a reasonable assurance engagement as 
defined in isAe 3000. the objective of a reasonable assurance 
engagement is to perform such procedures as to obtain information 
and explanations which we consider necessary in order to provide 
us with sufficient appropriate evidence to express a conclusion on 
the bbC’s compliance with its fair trading Arrangements for the 
year ended 31 march 2009.
Our work consisted of enquiry and testing to enable us to form a 
view as to whether an appropriate system of internal controls was 
in place. we also reviewed the processing of a sample of material 
transactions to provide us with reasonable assurance that the 
system of internal control had been applied.
inherent limitations
As with any system of control, it is not practicable to ensure that 
no errors or irregularities have occurred without being detected. 
Our audit work was designed to give the bbC trust reasonable 
assurance as to the adequacy of the system of internal controls 
which were in place and being applied to deliver compliance 
with the requirements of its fair trading arrangements for the 
year ended 31 march 2009. further, because fair trading issues 
require judgements which ultimately might be tested in a court 
of law, competition authority or elsewhere, there is always a risk 
of challenge even where the system of internal controls has been 
followed and decisions have been taken with the greatest care.
opinion
based on the results of our procedures, in our opinion the bbC 
has established and has applied a system of internal controls 
that provide reasonable assurance that it has complied with the 
requirements of the fair trading Arrangements for the year ended 
31 march 2009.
deloitte llP 
Chartered Accountants  
london
18 june 2009
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UnDerstanDinG the impaCt of the BBC  
on the UK BroaDCastinG seCtor
there has been a long-running public debate over the scale of the 
licence fee and the possible adverse impact that a publicly-funded bbC 
might have on other commercial broadcasters. understanding this 
debate and making sure that the bbC’s overall impact is in the interests 
of licence fee payers is a crucial role of the trust. when considering 
the issue, and whether adverse impacts do arise from the scale and 
scope of the bbC’s activities, it is important to understand the broader 
benefits that come from channelling public funds into broadcasting. to 
this end, in january 2008, we commissioned PricewaterhouseCoopers 
(PwC) to conduct research into the economic impact of the bbC’s 
publicly-funded services on the uK broadcasting and creative sector. 
summary of pwC’s report
PwC estimated that the overall positive impact of the bbC’s 
expenditure on creative activities, including on overheads and 
infrastructure, was approximately £6.5billion per year, with more 
than £5billion contributing to the creative sector alone. PwC created 
a hypothetical scenario in which the bbC was replaced with a 
commercially-funded broadcaster, and the results were an economic 
impact of just £4.4billion, since the licence fee brings additional money 
into the industry which advertising revenue would not match.

therefore, the report concluded that the long-term stable funding of 
the bbC, through the annual licence fee, while a privilege for the bbC, 
is also a vital source of stability for the whole uK broadcasting industry. 
A smaller or commercially-funded bbC would mean, for example, 
lower investment in the uK production sector. 
PwC concluded that the bbC’s impact on the broadcasting market 
was mostly positive, and that the bbC does not draw revenue away 
from commercial providers. nonetheless, there are areas to be 
watched carefully, such as the impact of the bbC on commercial radio 
and choice of technology. while the economic impact of the bbC’s 
greater investment in the four nations and regional broadcasting is 
beginning to be felt, there is potential to increase it by developing 
stronger relationships with local broadcasters.
the challenge for the bbC is to ensure that, wherever possible, 
it delivers positive benefits to other stakeholders in the sectors  
in which it operates without compromising its ability to deliver  
the public purposes.
the full report from PwC is available on our website  
bbc.co.uk/bbctrust

gOveRnAnCe/
the bbC And the wideR eCOnOmy/

www.bbc.co.uk/bbctrust
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seCuRing editORiAl 
stAndARds
uPhOlding editORiAl stAndARds is One  
Of OuR mOst imPORtAnt ResPOnsibilities.  
within this, PROteCting the bbC’s editORiAl 
imPARtiAlity is CRuCiAl.

the trust’s editorial standards Committee (esC) plays a key role  
in fulfilling our duties with respect to upholding editorial standards.  
in 2009, the esC will review the editorial guidelines which define  
the values and standards that underpin the bbC’s output. the esC  
is also responsible for hearing appeals concerning editorial standards 
and for commissioning research into specific matters pertaining to  
the bbC’s editorial performance such as impartiality. 

impartiality anD the nations
Our outreach work through public meetings, audience research and 
the Audience Councils told us that many licence fee payers believed 
the bbC was failing to reflect adequately the changes brought about in 
the uK by devolution. in particular, people felt that the bbC’s network 
programmes were not reflecting the diversity of the four nations, nor 
was bbC network news reporting accurately the nations’ differing 
political and social policies.
therefore the trust’s first impartiality review, published in july 2008, 
addressed the question of whether the bbC’s network news and 
current affairs coverage of the four nations was impartial, accurate,  
and clear as to which facts and views applied to the individual nations, 
and whether the nations’ policies were properly reflected and 
explained. the review was carried out by Anthony King, Professor  
of government at the university of essex.
the review concluded that, while there was little or no evidence that 
bbC coverage in this area fell short on grounds of impartiality, there 
were concerns over the accuracy and clarity of reporting, the range 
and precision of coverage, and missed opportunities for drawing on 
the rich variety of the uK. 
following publication of the review, the executive presented an action 
plan to the esC to address the weaknesses identified, and was given  
a year to implement it.
in february 2009, the executive made an interim report to the trust. 
we concluded that substantial progress had been made across 
network news programmes in both content and understanding.  
we noted, however, that more still needs to be done to ensure  
that network news is meeting its responsibilities towards enriching 
content to reflect the four nations and that changes in working culture 
are permanent. 

we need to be sure that changes reported by the executive can be 
demonstrated independently to our satisfaction, and we therefore 
intend to carry out independent content research. meanwhile we  
will continue to monitor progress as reported by the executive.

aDDressinG eDitorial Complaints anD 
appeals
An important function of the trust’s work is to ensure that complaints 
are addressed properly. where appropriate, we hear appeals. when 
an appeal is upheld, the trust can demand that the executive takes 
remedial action. 
executive performance in handling complaints
every six months the executive reports to the trust on serious 
editorial issues, complaints handling and complaints findings. between 
April 2008 and march 2009, the bbC received just over 262,000 
complaints. this was well over double the volume of complaints in the 
previous year. Complaints about The Russell Brand Show and the deC 
gaza Crisis Appeal contributed greatly to this total. 90% of complaints 
were answered within ten working days, which falls below the agreed 
turnaround target of 93%. however, 93% of complainants received  
an answer to, or acknowledgment of their complaint within ten days.
appeals to the trust
in 2008/09, the esC heard 75 appeals or requests for appeal, of which 
36 concerned issues relating to impartiality. Of these 75 appeals we 
upheld four and partly upheld 24. this was an increase on the previous 
year when we heard 63 appeals, of which three were fully upheld and 
19 partly upheld. 9% were handled within the target time-frame of  
16 weeks from acceptance of the appeal to the finding being sent out. 
this was due to an increase in the number and complexity of appeals 
being handled, and to the additional work undertaken by the esC  
on editorial standards relating to incidents such as brand/Ross.
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examples of trust appeal decisions
the DeC Gaza Crisis appeal
in january 2009 the director-general decided not to broadcast 
the deC appeal for humanitarian aid for the residents of gaza. he 
justified his decision by saying that, because the israel-gaza conflict 
was an on-going news story, the bbC could not broadcast a free-
standing appeal, no matter how carefully constructed, without running 
the risk of reducing public confidence in the bbC’s impartiality in its 
wider coverage of the story. 
this decision provoked huge public debate, with the executive 
receiving around 40,000 complaints by the first week of february. 
the complaints were rejected, leading to around 200 appeals coming 
to the trust. because of the importance of the issue to the public, we 
formed a specially-constituted committee to hear the appeals, which 
met on 11 february and made recommendations which were agreed 
at a meeting of the full trust on 18–19 february. 
the trust was satisfied that the director-general’s decision was 
reasonable having regard to the importance of preserving the 
reputation of the bbC for impartiality. the trust was also satisfied 
that the director-general took proper advice in reaching his decision 
not to broadcast the appeal, from the appropriate people, including 
the bbC’s Charitable Appeals Advisor, senior editorial colleagues and 
members of the independent Appeals Advisory Committee, and that 
he paid careful attention to the views of the deC itself. 
the middle east
items about the conflict in the middle east are sensitive and the trust 
received appeals alleging bias both for and against the israeli and 
Palestinian sides. One that we partly upheld was about a bbC news 
Online article, How 1967 Defined The Middle East. while rejecting 
many of the points raised by the complainants, the esC found that  
the article breached impartiality guidelines because readers might have 
come away from it thinking that the interpretation offered was the 
only sensible view of the war. the Committee ruled that more should 
have been done to explain that there were alternative views on the 
subject which had some weight. we also partly upheld points of 
accuracy. however, the trust has seen no evidence of any systematic 
bias in the bbC’s reporting of the conflict.

other eDitorial issUes 
we also requested that the executive provide us with reports 
on acknowledged editorial breaches which were not the subject 
of complaints. the esC considered these and how the executive 
had dealt with them. following are some examples of the cases 
considered by the esC in 2008/09.
Dermot o’leary (BBC radio 2) and tony Blackburn  
(BBC london)
in pre-recorded editions of these programmes from 2005/06, 
competitions were broadcast as live, meaning that listeners had  
no chance of winning. the esC concluded that, although these  
cases were serious and involved audience deception, remedial steps 
taken by the executive during 2007/08 should prevent similar cases  
in the future.
world service
Afghan Radio educational features were making programmes on 
behalf of the world service trust to be broadcast on the world 
service. in 2008 a whistleblower brought to light irregularities in 
programming. the resulting enquiry found evidence of serious 
editorial failings where interviews with members of staff were passed 
off as interviews with experts or members of the public. the esC 
considered these breaches to be extremely serious and required the 
world service to carry out a review of the skills and experience of the 
world service trust teams who make programmes for the world 
service and to introduce a more rigorous compliance system for 
world service trust output.
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seRving All AudienCes
beCAuse eveRyOne whO wAtChes televisiOn  
must buy A liCenCe, we hAve A PARtiCulAR 
ResPOnsibility tO ensuRe thAt the bbC seRves  
them All As well As POssible. 

the licence fee, unique to the bbC, is designed to ensure high 
quality output, free at the point of delivery, available to all. but of 
course, it means that everyone who watches television must buy a 
licence, whatever they think of the bbC. so the trust has a particular 
responsibility to ensure that everyone is served as well as possible. 

listeninG to all aUDienCes 
each year we carry out a research programme on various aspects 
of the bbC’s service; we get advice from our Audience Councils in 
the four nations; and we invite the public to have a direct say through 
our consultations. this year we have improved our consultation 
techniques, for example by providing a website for children to use  
in our review of children’s services. we also hold a small number  
of public meetings, although we recognise that these days, most 
people don’t want to engage with organisations in this way. Radio 
phone-ins therefore have a valuable part to play in giving the public  
an opportunity to question the trustees directly. 

Complaints anD appeals 
Complaints are an important part of listening to audiences, and we 
are responsible for ensuring that the executive deals with complaints 
properly. Our overriding principles are that the trust must act 
independently of the executive in dealing with them and that the 
system should put complainants on an equal footing with the bbC  
as far as is practicable. the trust hears final appeals if people are 
unhappy with the way their initial complaints have been dealt with  
by the executive.
to deal with complaints most efficiently, we divide them into six 
categories – general, editorial, fair trading, tv licensing, digital 
switchover help scheme and complaints about the trust itself –  
and have specific procedures for each. you can find more information 
on our website at bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/appeals

what aUDienCes thinK of the BBC
support for the bbC is strong overall. Our survey in 2009 showed 
that 85% of adults would miss the bbC if it wasn’t there, up from  
70% in 2007. however some groups in society have a stronger  
bond with the bbC than others. in general, the older and better off 
are more likely to value the bbC, while ethnic minorities, those in  
the devolved nations and those further away from london tend  
to be more critical. 

so in 2007 we set the bbC two objectives which can be  
summarised as:
•  to improve support from those most critical (low approvers)
•  to maintain support from our loyal audiences (high approvers) 
the headline data on pages 6 to 7 demonstrate that the bbC  
is making some progress, with marginally more high approvers  
and marginally fewer low approvers.

eQUality anD Diversity 
we believe that, to represent licence fee payers most effectively, the 
bbC’s staff should reflect the diversity of the uK population. One of 
our major ongoing concerns is the proportion of staff at a senior level 
from black and ethnic minority backgrounds. the proportion has 
risen from 5% in 2008 to 5.6% in 2009, but still lags behind our original 
target of 7%, which we had aimed to achieve by 2007. we have  
made it clear to the executive that we expect them to take action  
to address this. 
the bbC also has duties under equality legislation to promote  
equality positively and work to eliminate unlawful discrimination  
across disability, gender and race in respect of certain ‘public functions’, 
which include tv licensing, arrangements for digital switchover and 
some of the trust’s regulatory functions. we have published equality 
schemes which set out how we plan to achieve this, and report  
on performance each year. 
Over the past year the bbC has made progress. examples include 
involving disabled people in the development of the digital switchover 
help scheme and undertaking joint research with Channel 4 with 
disabled audiences on access to bbC services including iPlayer. this 
year tv licensing began a three-year equality impact Assessment 
Programme on payment methods and processes to ensure they  
are appropriate for a range of needs and lifestyles. 
As the trust, we also need to make sure we consider equality and 
diversity in our own operations and behaviour. this year we have 
made good progress, seeking input into our work from a wide range 
of people. Our children’s service review included qualitative research 
amongst children from minority ethnic homes, and our review of tv 
licence Collection included research with recent migrants, disabled 
people, people on low incomes, and the elderly. the performance 
summaries for 2008/09 are published in full on our website. 
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inside the tRust
As bbC tRustees we ARe COmmitted  
tO uPhOlding the highest stAndARds  
Of CORPORAte gOveRnAnCe.

in this section we set out:
1. how we operate 
2. Assessing our own performance
3. Costs of running the trust 
4. trustees’ remuneration
5. trustees’ attendance at meetings
6. Responsibilities in respect of the Annual Report and Accounts

 1. how we operate
it is our responsibility to get the best out of the bbC for licence fee 
payers. As important as what we do is how we do it. in undertaking 
our duties, as defined by the Charter and Agreement, our 
commitment is to:
•  defend vigorously the independence of the BBC at all times
•  listen to the public and use the views of audiences to shape  

the decisions we make
•  value the professionalism, innovation and creativity of BBC  

staff and contributors
• hold rigorously the BBC’s management to account 
most importantly, we also ensure that our processes are as open 
and transparent as possible. the bbC’s Charter requires the trust 
to ensure that the organisation as a whole observes high standards 
of openness and transparency and this is something that we take 
particularly seriously.
the duties and responsibilities of the trust are outlined in the Charter 
and Agreement. in support of these documents we have established 
‘protocols’ which provide more detail on how we will deliver these 
duties and responsibilities. they also set out, in some detail, the 
relationship between the trust and the executive board. All of these 
documents are published on our website bbc.co.uk/bbctrust

As we plan our annual programme of work we publish and consult  
on an annual work plan and seek comments from others on what  
our priorities should be. As part of this process the Audience Councils 
also propose priorities for the trust to consider.
After we make a decision, we publish our conclusions clearly along 
with the evidence that has been used to inform our judgements.  
we explain our decisions to licence fee payers and to those within  
the bbC who may be affected.
Our regular business is undertaken in monthly meetings of the full 
trust. At these meetings we make decisions related to our duties and 
responsibilities and consider proposals from the executive board.  
we publish the minutes of these meetings on our website. in addition 
to meeting as the full trust, we meet in smaller committees. 
the trust Unit
we are supported in our work by the trust unit, which provides 
independent and objective advice, calling on outside experts when 
necessary. the trust unit is independent of the executive; its 
director is appointed by the trust; and its staff are outside the bbC 
management chain. the unit is made up of professional staff with 
expertise across a range of disciplines, including audience research, 
economics, policy development, performance and financial analysis, 
and corporate governance. the unit advises trustees on their duties, 
manages the trust’s regulatory and supervisory functions, and provides 
the trust with independent assessments of proposals from the 
executive board. 
BBC trust Committees 
we do much of our work through seven committees which can  
make certain decisions on behalf of the trust as a whole. most of 
these committees meet monthly, and you can find a list of the  
number of meetings and trustees’ attendance on page 66.
the full terms of reference for each of the trust’s committees  
can be found on our website.
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audiences and performance Committee
david liddiment (Chair) 
diane Coyle 
Alison hastings 
dame Patricia hodgson 
mehmuda mian

the Audiences and Performance Committee (APC) is responsible, on 
behalf of the trust, for overseeing the performance of all of the bbC’s 
public services and their delivery of the public purposes. this includes 
those within the uK as well as the bbC world service.
the APC monitors performance of the bbC’s services against the 
criteria set out in the service licences. the executive board provides 
performance data for the APC to review, and the Committee also 
undertakes independent analysis through the trust unit.
One of the APC’s key streams of work is its programme of service 
reviews. the trust has to undertake a formal review of each of the 
bbC’s uK public services at least once every five years. following 
a review, the APC considers what action, if any, should be taken to 
ensure that the service/s meet(s) the objectives set by the trust. if 
changes are required to a service licence as a result of a review, the 
APC recommends these changes to the full trust for consideration.
the APC also oversees the trust’s programme of audience 
engagement and audience research, including the annual survey  
of the bbC’s purpose remits.

editorial standards Committee
Richard tait (Chair) 
Chitra bharucha 
Anthony fry 
Alison hastings 
david liddiment 
mehmuda mian

the editorial standards Committee (esC) is responsible for 
commissioning guidelines on editorial standards from the executive 
board and is the final appeal body within the bbC in determining 
whether those standards have been met.
the esC considers and recommends draft editorial guidelines to 
the trust for approval and advises the trust on the application of the 
guidelines throughout the bbC by monitoring the bbC’s compliance 
with them. they do this by commissioning regular reports from the 
executive board on editorial compliance processes and performance.
the esC must also ensure there is a framework for the handling of 
editorial complaints within the bbC and, in doing so, it undertakes 
an annual review of the process and performance of handling those 
complaints. the esC does not consider complaints on appeal unless 
they have been through the executive’s complaints process. Any 
appeal considered by the esC will have to concern a perceived breach 
of the bbC’s editorial guidelines, and/or the handling of an editorial 
complaint by the executive. 
the esC also commissions and manages impartiality reviews on behalf 
of the trust.

finance and Compliance Committee
Rotha johnston (Chair) 
Anthony fry 
dame Patricia hodgson 
janet lewis-jones 
jeremy Peat

the finance and Compliance Committee (fCC) undertakes  
the trust’s responsibilities on matters of finance, value for money  
and compliance.
the fCC considers, and can approve, large or significant proposals 
for financial investments from the executive board. it also considers 
and scrutinises the annual budget from the executive board prior to 
consideration by the trust. 
the fCC manages the trust’s programme of value for money studies 
and is responsible for ensuring that recommendations from the 
reviews are implemented by the executive board. 
in terms of compliance, the fCC oversees the executive board’s 
compliance functions (except for editorial compliance, overseen by  
the editorial standards Committee) and monitors internal controls 
and risk management.
the fCC is also responsible for considering appeals against complaints 
already considered by the executive on fair trading and tv licensing. 
it also undertakes the trust’s responsibilities with regard to the digital 
switchover help scheme.

strategic approvals Committee
diane Coyle (Chair) 
dame Patricia hodgson 
Rotha johnston 
jeremy Peat 
Richard tait

david liddiment (attending in his capacity as chairman of the APC, 
and only for matters related to service approvals).

the strategic Approvals Committee (sAC) considers proposals from 
the executive board for new services or changes to existing services, 
except those proposed as part of the service review process, which 
are considered by the Audiences and Performance Committee. the 
sAC must determine whether a public value test (Pvt) is required 
and advises the trust accordingly.
the sAC manages Pvts on behalf of the trust and makes 
recommendations to the trust on possible outcomes.
it also considers proposals from the executive board regarding  
‘non-services’, such as freesat, and, should it be necessary, the sAC  
will manage any assessment of a non-service approval on behalf of  
the trust.
in addition, the sAC oversees the bbC’s commercial strategy and 
manages any approval process required for trust consideration of 
commercial initiatives.
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remuneration and appointments Committee
Chitra bharucha (Chair) 
Anthony fry 
sir michael lyons 
janet lewis-jones

the Remuneration and Appointments Committee (RAC) 
manages the trust’s responsibilities with regard to executive board 
remuneration and appointments. the RAC sets the remuneration 
strategy for the whole board, and also makes recommendations to 
the trust on the pay and benefits of the director-general and non-
executive directors. Pay and benefits of executive directors, however, 
is decided by the executive board’s Remuneration Committee, 
consisting entirely of non-executive directors. 

audience Council Committee
Chitra bharucha (Chair) 
Alison hastings (trustee for england) 
Rotha johnston (trustee for northern ireland) 
janet lewis-jones (trustee for wales) 
jeremy Peat (trustee for scotland)

the Audience Council Committee (ACC) brings together the four 
national trustees to oversee and co-ordinate the contributions of 
the bbC’s Audience Councils with the work of the trust. its role is 
to ensure that issues identified by Audience Councils are dealt with 
appropriately by the trust and that the Audience Councils work  
within their remit.
On behalf of the trust, the ACC approves the membership of the 
Audience Councils.

General appeals panel
membership is not fixed. the Panel consists of two trustees and  
is generally chaired by the vice Chairman (Chitra bharucha).

the general Appeals Panel is also a committee of the trust, although 
it does not meet on a regular schedule. its role is to hear appeals on 
general complaints on behalf of the trust, namely those that do not 
fall into the bbC’s specific procedures for editorial, fair trading, tv 
licensing or digital switchover help scheme complaints. 

2. assessinG oUr own performanCe
every year we review our own performance, including the 
performance of each committee, and summarise our findings in the 
Annual Report. this is a requirement that we set ourselves in our own 
standing Orders, published on our website, and is also recommended 
by the Combined Code on Corporate governance.
this year we engaged an external consultant to assist us in assessing 
our performance. the consultant interviewed all trustees individually 
and sought their assessment of how effective we are in undertaking 
our duties and responsibilities. through the review we reflected on 
the operation of the trust and its committees and on how the trust  
is carrying out its business and fulfilling its remit.
trustees identified some areas we need to focus on more to improve 
the effectiveness of our work:
•  notwithstanding the progress we made this year, we need to ensure 

that we spend sufficient time focused on the long-term as well as 
the medium-term future of the bbC – looking beyond the current 
six-year plan

•  we need to agree how best to seek audience and stakeholder views 
on issues which are sometimes very technical, and not always easy 
to understand

•  we need to reflect further on how we best communicate the 
outcomes of our work within the bbC and externally

Overall, our assessment concluded that:
•  the main supervisory and regulatory planks of the Trust’s work are 

now more clearly understood and tested, both within the bbC and 
externally, but there is more to be done to make the governance 
arrangements as effective as possible

•  the relationship with the Director-General and his colleagues in  
the executive is strong and productive and brings benefits to licence 
fee payers

•  our approach to setting rigorous standards and holding the 
executive to account to deliver them has been effective

we look forward to the challenges in the year ahead and to 
progressing the full agenda we have set ourselves.
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we hAve ReduCed diReCt exPendituRe Of  
the tRust in ReAl teRms tO 0.31% Of the bbC’s  
uK PubliC seRviCe sPend

3. Costs of rUnninG the trUst
the trust is funded from licence fee money. As such, running the trust efficiently is very important. last year, we committed to keeping  
the trust’s direct expenditure to no more than 0.35% of the bbC’s uK public service spend. 
we are pleased to report that we have reduced direct expenditure in real terms to 0.31% of the bbC’s uK public service spend, from 0.34%  
the previous year. this results both from administrative efficiencies with the trust itself, and from being more focused in our own work. during 
the year we also reviewed the way in which the regional Audience Councils are supported and agreed some changes. this will see a reduction  
in the cost of supporting them going forward. 
we set out below the trust’s direct expenditure statement and the external auditors’ report on this statement. 

statement of trust expenditure
    2008/09 

£000 
2007/08 

£000

trustee remuneration1

staff costs2

Other operating costs3

Restructuring costs4

677
   4,674 
   4,858 

 308

642
4,526
6,741

direct trust expenditure5, 6 10,517 11,909

   

    

 
 

 
 

    

   

   
 
    2008/09 2007/08 
    % 

trust expenditure as % of bbC uK public services spend    0.31 0.34
 

–

%

notes to the statement of trust expenditure: 
1  the remuneration received by each trustee is shown in the table on page 65.
2  staff costs include wages and salaries, social security costs and employer’s pension contributions. the amount for 2007/08 included an accrual for bonus payments.  
no bonuses will be paid for the year 2008/09.

3  Operating costs include direct expenditure on activities such as research, legal advice and other specialist advisory services.
4  the restructuring spend results from a review into the way in which the regional Audience Councils are serviced. this has resulted in the reduction in the number  
of staff required. 

5  the expenditure shown above for the trust represents direct external spend by the trust. the trust also made use of shared services provided by the bbC public  
services which included property, finance, hR and information.

6  Of direct trust expenditure, £1,539,000 relates to spend on our activities in the four nations which primarily covers support for the four national Audience Councils  
and the 12 regional Audience Councils (2007/08: £1,595,000).

7  Ofcom allocates its costs of television and radio regulation to the bbC and the other uK commercial and public service broadcasting channels. the trust pays the bbC’s  
share of that allocation. 

8  Ofcom market impact Assessment (miA) fees cover Ofcom’s direct and indirect costs in undertaking the miA for the public value tests carried out in the period. One miA  
was completed during the year (local video) compared with two in 2007/08 (hdtv and gaelic language service). 

    2008/09 
    £000 

2007/08 
£000

Ofcom Regulatory fees7 
Ofcom miA fees8 

3,571 
   911 

3,253
491

total Ofcom fees payable by trust    4,482 3,744

Director remuneration
the director, bbC trust is the chief officer of the trust unit as specified in the bbC’s Charter. he is the principal adviser to the bbC trust and 
chief executive of the trust unit. his base pay for 2008/09 was £237,900 (2007/08: £231,000) and the aggregate of his emoluments to 31 march 
2009 was £282,648 (2007/08: £296,471). Along with other staff he will not receive a bonus for the year 2008/09. he is a member of the bbC 
Pension scheme.
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trust headcount
    average Average 
    for the year for the year 
    2009 2008
    no.* no.*

trustees    12.0 11.9
trust unit staff1    60.4 56.0
Other staff2    9.8 9.7

notes:
*  the numbers shown are full-time equivalents.
1  trust unit staff are those employed directly by the trust unit. Of these, 12 are based outside london providing support to the work the trust undertakes in the four  
nations, wales, scotland, northern ireland and england. 

2  Other staff refers to those who provide support to the 12 regional Audience Councils but who are not direct employees of the trust unit. the costs of these staff are 
reimbursed by the trust. the trust has reviewed the arrangements for supporting the regional Audience Councils, and, during 2009/10, the staff required to support  
the councils will transfer to being employed directly by the trust. 

the trust expenditure is included in the audited bbC financial statement set out in Part two of this report. we asked KPmg to confirm  
that we have properly extracted the trust’s own expenditure, including trustee remuneration, from the full bbC expenditure. their report  
is included below.

report of KpmG llp to the BBC trust (‘the trust’)
in accordance with the terms of our engagement letter dated  
3 june 2008, we have examined the above expenditure 
statement (the ‘trust expenditure statement’) for the year  
ended 31 march 2009 which has been prepared, further to  
the requirements of the bbC Charter dated October 2006,  
by the trustees and is their sole responsibility. the trust 
expenditure statement has been prepared by the trustees 
applying the recognition and measurement requirements  
of uK generally Accepted Accounting Practice. 
Our responsibility, in accordance with the terms of our 
engagement letter, is to form an independent opinion, on  
the basis of the work performed, and to report our opinion  
to the trust. Our examination was substantially less in scope  
than an audit. 
Our report has been prepared for the trust solely in connection 
with the Charter. Our report was designed to meet the 
agreed requirements of the trust and particular features of our 
engagement determined by the trust’s needs at the time. Our 
report should not therefore be regarded as suitable to be used 
or relied on by any party wishing to acquire rights against us other 
than the trust for any purpose or in any context. Any party other 
than the trust who obtains access to our report (or any part of 
it) will do so at its own risk. to the fullest extent permitted by law, 
KPmg llP will accept no responsibility or liability in respect of our 
report to any other party. 
in our opinion, the expenditure as shown in the trust statement 
has been accurately extracted from the books and records of the 
trust on the basis of the stated assumptions included within the 
notes to the trust expenditure statement. 
kPmg llP
Chartered Accountants 
Registered Auditors, london
18 june 2009

4. trUstees’ remUneration
fees
Our fees as trustees are determined by the secretary of state for 
Culture, media and sport, and reviewed annually by his department. 
in 2008 the dCms recommended a 3% increase in fees for members 
of the trust. we considered this recommendation but decided 
to accept only 2%, in line with that being offered to bbC staff. the 
increase came into effect on 1 April 2008 and is reflected in the table 
opposite. members of the trust do not receive severance pay or 
other compensation for loss of office.
expenses
we are reimbursed for expenses incurred on bbC business, which 
include travel, accommodation, work-related meals and hospitality, and 
in some cases satellite subscriptions. the expenses we are entitled to 
claim are governed by the trust’s Code of Practice, which is published 
on our website. every six months we publish a full list of all expenses 
incurred by each trustee as well as the services booked centrally for 
trustees by the trust unit. 
some of our expenses and support services are classed as taxable 
benefits by hm Revenue and Customs, and this figure is published in 
the remuneration table; any tax arising on expenses incurred is settled 
by the bbC. 
Chairman’s benefits
under the terms of his appointment, the Chairman, sir michael  
lyons, is eligible to participate in a pension scheme with benefits  
that mirror those of the bbC Pension scheme. sir michael has  
elected not to participate in this scheme, hence the bbC has made  
no pension contributions for him. instead, he receives life assurance  
at a similar level of cover to that of pension scheme members.  
he also receives private medical insurance cover at the same level  
as bbC senior managers. Other than the Chairman, trustees are  
not eligible to participate in a bbC Pension scheme or receive  
private medical insurance.
the Chairman has part-time access to a bbC driver and car when 
working in london on bbC business. 
register of interests
Our Code of Practice requires us to maintain and publish a register of 
all external interests that might be seen to affect our ability to perform 
the duties of a bbC trustee. this register includes declarations of all 
positions of employment, directorships and voluntary positions as well 
as interests of close family members, if relevant. the trust’s register  
of interests is available from our website.
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reporting regulations
the bbC is exempt from the requirements of the directors’ Remuneration Report Regulations 2002 and those of the financial services 
Authority, but, where relevant, we have prepared this report as if those requirements apply. the section on remuneration received by trustees 
is audited.
On page 62 you will find information about the Remuneration and Appointments Committee and on page 50 our strategy for executive board 
remuneration. 
trustees’ remuneration
the remuneration of the members of the trust during the year is shown below.
   taxable Total total   
  fees benefits 2008/09 2007/08 start end 
  £000 £000 £000 £000 date date

Chairman       
sir michael lyons1, 2 143 70 213 163 1 may 07 30 April 11
vice Chairman      
Chitra bharucha3 77 2 79 103 1 nov 06 31 Oct 10
national Trustees      
Alison hastings 41 1 42 42 1 nov 06 31 Oct 10
Rotha johnston 41 1 42 40 1 nov 06 31 Oct 10
janet lewis-jones 41 1 42 41 1 nov 06 31 Oct 10
jeremy Peat4 41 1 42 41 1 j an  06 31 dec 10
Trustees      
diane Coyle 36 1 37 36 1 nov 06 31 Oct 10
Anthony fry5 15 – 15 – 1 nov 08 31 Oct 12
dermot gleeson6 21 – 21 36 1 nov 00 31 Oct 08
dame Patricia hodgson 36 – 36 35 1 nov 06 31 Oct 10
david liddiment 36 – 36 35 1 nov 06 31 Oct 10
mehmuda mian  36 – 36 35 1 nov 06 31 Oct 10
Richard tait 36 – 36 35 1 Aug 04 31 j u l  10

total  600 77 677 642  

notes:
1 sir michael lyons was appointed Chairman on 1 may 2007; accordingly his fees for 2007/08 relate to the period 1 may 2007–31 march 2008.
2  the higher taxable benefits figure for sir michael reflects the fact that the Chairman’s office is located in london and he lives in birmingham, therefore his travel to london  
and accommodation when in london for bbC business is classed as a taxable benefit. sir michael also received life assurance and private medical insurance costing £4,353  
and £2,277 respectively for 2008/09 (2007/08: £3,951 and £1,792). the provision of medical insurance is classified as a taxable benefit.

3 in 2007/08 Chitra bharucha was acting Chairman; her higher remuneration for that year reflects this.
4 during 2008 jeremy Peat’s term of office was extended until 31 december 2010.
5 Anthony fry’s payments reflect that he was appointed to the trust on 1 november 2008.
6 dermot gleeson finished his term as a member of the trust on 31 October 2008.
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inside the tRust/

5. trUstees’ attenDanCe at meetinGs 
Attendance at meetings of the trust and its committees for the period 1 April 2008 to 31 march 2009 is shown below.
A calendar of full trust meetings and their minutes, and the terms of reference of each committee, are published on our website.
for more information about the committees and their responsibilities, see pages 60 to 62.
         Public Remuneration   
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

trust1 

Audiences and 
Performance 
Committee 

editorial 
standards 

Committee 

finance and 
Compliance 
Committee1 

finance and 
strategy 

Committee1 

strategic 
Approvals 

Committee2 

value and 
fair trading 

 Committee2 

and 
Appointments 

Committee 

Audience 
Councils 

Committee 

general  
Appeals 

Panel

number of meetings  14 13 21 3 8 4 9 5 4 2

Chairman
sir michael lyons  14/14 – – – – – – 5/5 – –

vice Chairman
Chitra bharucha   13/14 7/83 17/204 – – – – 5/5* 4/4* 2/2*

national Trustees
Alison hastings  
(england)  14/14 12/13 21/21 – – – – – 4/4 –
Rotha johnston  
(northern ireland)  13/14 – – 3/3* 8/8  4/4 9/9 – 3/4 –
janet lewis-jones  
(wales)  14/14 – – 3/3 8/8 – – 5/5 3/4 –
jeremy Peat  
(scotland)  13/14 – – 2/3 8/8 3/4 9/9 – 3/4 –

Trustees
diane Coyle  13/14 5/5 – – – 4/4* 9/9* – – –
Anthony fry5  2/6 – 6/6 3/3 – – – 2/2  – –
dermot gleeson6  7/8 5/6 – – 6/6* – – – – –
dame Patricia hodgson 13/14 12/13 – 3/3 7/8 4/4 8/9 – – –
david liddiment  14/14 13/13* 21/21 – – – – – – –
mehmuda mian   11/14 10/13 18/21 – – – – – – 2/2
Richard tait  12/14 – 19/19*7 – – 4/4 9/9 – – –

notes:
1 in january 2009 the finance and strategy Committee was replaced by the finance and Compliance Committee.
2 in january 2009 the Public value and fair trading Committee was replaced by the strategic Approvals Committee.
3 in january 2009 Chitra bharucha ceased to be a member of the Audiences and Performance Committee. 
4 Chitra bharucha was ineligible to attend one meeting of the editorial standards Committee this year, her attendance reflects this. 
5  Anthony fry was appointed a member of the trust on 1 november 2008 and joined committees on 1 january 2009. the numbers therefore show his record for those 
meetings he was eligible to attend.

6 dermot gleeson’s term as a member of the trust finished on 31 October 2008. the numbers therefore show his record for those meetings he was eligible to attend.
7 Richard tait was recused from two meetings of the editorial standards Committee during this period.
* denotes committee Chairman.

attendance at audience Council meetings and other committees
the trust supports Audience Councils in each of the nations to advise the trust on how well the bbC is delivering its public purposes and how 
well the bbC is serving licence fee payers in different parts of the uK (see pages 20 to 21). the Audience Councils are chaired by the respective 
national trustee. national trustees’ attendance at Audience Council meetings for 2008/09 was: 
• Rotha Johnston, 10/10  
• Jeremy Peat, 12/12  
• Alison Hastings, 6/6  
• Janet Lewis-Jones, 11/11
jeremy Peat and diane Coyle represent the trust on the market impact Assessment joint steering group with Ofcom. their attendance  
at these meetings for 2008/09 was: 
• Jeremy Peat, 6/6  
• Diane Coyle, 6/6
Chairmanship of this group rotates between the bbC trust and Ofcom. diane chaired this group from April to december 2008. 
jeremy Peat is Chairman of the board of bbC Pension trust ltd, the corporate trustee of the bbC Pension scheme, which meets four times 
per year. he also chairs the Committee of directors which discusses funding issues and the governance sub-committee. he is separately 
remunerated for this role. further details are available in the bbC Pension scheme Annual Report and Accounts.
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6. statements of responsiBilities in 
respeCt of the annUal report anD 
aCCoUnts
a) statement of trust responsibilities in respect of the 
annual report and accounts
the bbC’s Charter requires that an Annual Report and statement 
of Accounts is prepared in two parts, Part One by the trust and 
Part two by the executive board, with the whole being audited  
by external auditors.
the executive board’s responsibilities are detailed in the 
governance section of Part two of this Annual Report. in summary, 
the executive board is responsible for preparing the financial 
statements and statements of compliance with applicable corporate 
governance codes and remuneration regulations, and delivering 
these to the trust within Part two of this Annual Report. 
in preparing its associated corporate governance disclosures, the 
executive board has elected to comply with the 2006 financial 
Reporting Council Combined Code and the disclosure provisions 
of the Companies Act 1985, and, where applicable, the financial 
services Authority listing Rules which apply to a company quoted 
on an eu regulated market.
in order to comply with those requirements, the Annual Report 
must include disclosures on the governance arrangements of the 
trust as well as those of the executive board. these disclosures, 
which are audited, are the responsibility of the trust, and are 
included in Part One of this report. 

the Charter also requires the trust to prepare a statement of its 
expenditure and include it within Part One of the Annual Report. 
b) statement of disclosure of information to auditors 
the trustees who held office at the date of approval of this Annual 
Report and Accounts confirm that, so far as each is aware, there 
is no relevant audit information in respect of the trust governance 
disclosures, remuneration disclosures and trust statement of 
expenditure of which the bbC’s auditors are unaware; and each 
trustee has taken all the steps that they ought to have taken as  
a trustee to make themselves aware of any relevant audit 
information and to establish that the bbC’s auditors are aware  
of that information. 
this statement was approved by the trust on 18 june 2009. 

sir michael lyons
Chairman 
18 June 2009
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COntACts/

COntACts
we ARe heRe tO RePResent yOu, the liCenCe fee 
PAyeRs. PleAse use the detAils belOw tO COntACt 
us if yOu hAve Any COmments OR queRies On Any 
AsPeCt Of the bbC.

BBC trUst
Comments or questions about the work of the trust?  
Please write to us by post or by email, or give us a ring.
bbC trust unit 
Room 211 
35 marylebone high street 
london w1u 4AA 
telephone: bbC information line 03700 103 100†* 
textphone: 03700 100 212* 
(lines open monday to friday between 9.30am and 5.30pm)
email: trust.enquiries@bbc.co.uk

† Calls maybe recorded for training purposes.

BBC aUDienCe CoUnCils
the Audience Councils in england, northern ireland, scotland and 
wales help the trust to understand the needs, interests and concerns 
of you, our audiences, throughout the uK, and to find out how we 
can serve you better. if you’d like to contact the Audience Councils, 
please write to them at the addresses below, or phone us on the 
trust’s main number: 03700 103 100*.
BBC audience Council england
bbC birmingham 
the mailbox 
birmingham b1 1Rf 
email: audiencecouncil.england@bbc.co.uk
BBC audience Council northern ireland
bbC broadcasting house 
Ormeau Avenue 
belfast bt2 8hq 
email: audiencecouncil.ni@bbc.co.uk
BBC audience Council scotland
zone g11 
40 Pacific quay 
glasgow g51 1dA 
email: acs@bbc.co.uk 
BBC audience Council wales
Room e5108 
bbC broadcasting house 
llandaff 
Cardiff Cf5 2yq 
email: acw@bbc.co.uk

BBC annUal report
if you wish to find out more about the bbC’s year – including  
full financial statements and each service’s performance against  
its statement of Programme Policy – then please visit  
bbc.co.uk/annualreport 
this report is also available in welsh and in audio version.

aBoUt the BBC
if you want to know more about how the bbC is run then please visit 
bbc.co.uk/info 
bbC information is our audience’s virtual front door to the bbC.  
if you have a question, comment, complaint or suggestion about  
bbC programmes and services, then please write to:
bbC information 
PO box 1922 
glasgow g2 3wt
telephone: 03700 100 222* (lines are open 24 hours a day, seven days 
a week. Calls may be monitored or recorded for training purposes.)
textphone: 03700 100 212*
fax: 0141 307 5770
website: bbc.co.uk/feedback 
last year the bbC had over 1.6 million contacts from the general public.

*  0370 numbers are called ‘uK wide’ and cost no more than calls to 01 or 02 
geographic numbers.

mailto:trust.enquiries@bbc.co.uk
mailto:audiencecouncil.england@bbc.co.uk
mailto:audiencecouncil.ni@bbc.co.uk
mailto:acs@bbc.co.uk
mailto:acw@bbc.co.uk
www.bbc.co.uk/annualreport
www.bbc.co.uk/info
www.bbc.co.uk/feedback


the BBC produces more hours of UK-originated 
kids’ programmes than any other broadcaster  
– and they are watched by nine million people  
each week.

the BBC provides more hours of live music  
than any other channels, across a range of  
genres, including festivals like Glastonbury  
and t in the park.

the 12 trustees are supported by a staff of 60, 
based in london, with senior staff in scotland, 
wales, northern ireland and the english regions 
at Birmingham.

BBC services and content are increasingly 
available to viewers, listeners and users on 
demand, whenever they want and wherever 
they are.

48 million people tuned in to BBC television each 
week last year; 44 million of them watched BBC 
one and 11 million watched BBC three.

the BBC continually works to ensure that its 
services keep up with audiences’ demands –  
BBC iplayer was launched on mobile earlier this 
year, and the range and diversity of interactive 
content and services, including podcasts, is 
constantly growing.

network and local radio provide more hours of 
sport commentary than any other broadcaster 
– reaching over 16 million individuals on average 
each week last year.

photography
All photographs copyright of the bbC except photograph on page 28 © Crown 
Copyright/mOd. Reproduced with the permission of the Controller of her majesty’s 
stationery Office. Photography on front cover and pages 1, 2, 16, 22, 26, 42, 46 by janie 
Airey. Photography on pages 5, 24, 49, 58, 60, 61 by mike Abrahams. four photographs 
on top of page 32 by trevor Aston.
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in place to safeguard the environment through all processes. 
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